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SOUTH PARIS,
"8PKEI> THE PLOW."
general machinery, steam en
spool machinery and tools,
and
... -et »crews, tapi», dies au·» drills made
Correeiiuutli nee un practical agricultural topic·
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CHARLES S. LEWIS
will

resume

teaching;

on

the

GUITAR
AND
MANDOLIN
ANDREWS Hol'SE, South Part·*,

BANJO,
at

TUESDAY of each week commencing Feb. ÎMh
Permanent address. 3t> James

St., Auburn.

WAITED.

od live agent to represent us In the State
Maine
Salary or commission. Hne opportunity for the rlitht party. Address
LINCOLN OIL ΓΟ..
Cleveland, « ihlo.
*

L-

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M TUCKER FARM,

..it···I ·>η the Kucklleld road, three mile* from
»«ut!i Pari·» village. The farm cout*ins 75 acres
Τ ■· t: age land is tn a high state of cultivation.
The pa«ture» are good and there 1» plenty of
w
m ar the house.
Large aud small fruit In
Karn 4ox»i'J and carriage bouse
abundance.
x4 are new, are Unelv finished outsl'le and In.
The
Water lu house and liam.
ir
< at rle·
·;>:
twenty head of cattle and pair of
>r*e·"
on rural" delivery and eream routes.
Very plea-ant location.
•:i

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
particulars and terms inquire of

K'«r

WlLSOl
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»
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tiKAÏ, M. Paria.

premises.

NOTICE.
hereby <lves notice that he
appointed administrator wttli

Th«- subscriber

ru»

Uit
la

»

duly

een

!

annexed of the estate of

lUNâ Λ. IIIL L Μ Α Ν, late of Paris,
<»xfor«t, deceased, ami given
AU ucfnjo» having
directe.
tu·Ν against the estate of said deceased art

tue < i.iunty of
Is as the law

■It ::
t-lrv ! to present the same for settlement, an>t
r: !el'te ! thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately
M »y <th, l'.v.·." WILLIAM J. KSOWLTON.

λ.

S©TIC Β
li. the Idstilct Court of the United >tate« for the
lH-trlctof Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
Ly Κ Κ Ν M. G«>RD«>N.
»
of Kumfortl, Biukrupt.
Τ·> the creditors of Loren M. Gordon. In the
t "Uiity of < txford antl district aforettaltl :
Notice I* hereby given that on ttie 17th day of
May. A. l>. 1V02, the said Loren M. ttordou walulv a 'judlrated >>ank-upt. and th.tt the tiret
m> vihu of hi· c re* It to γη will lie held Ht the Court
House. In South l'art·,on the ltth ilay of June.
Α. I». l'Ali, at 10 o'clock In the forenooii. atwh'cli
time the said creditor* may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a truste*. examine the bankrupt,
an·! transact such other busluesa as may proi«rl>
come liefore «aid meeting
South Parle, Mav '.'let, l'J02.
UEO. A. WILSON,
Keferee In Bankruptcy.
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STATE OF ΜΛΙλΕ.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS· COURT
AND RO\D BILLS.

May Term,
county or οχκοκυ

To JOHN M.
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GOOD WEEK FOR GRAIN.

PIULKROOK, Or. |

Jan. it. to 1 ilav aitj. session at Paris......
To 4>: miles travel,.
Mar. β, to 1 'lay at Riley Plantation on
bridge matter,
To 25 miles travel,
Mar. 10. to 1 <lay at Riley Plantation on
bridge matter,
To 25 miles travel
Mar. 11. to 1 'lay adj. session at Parle
To 4β miles travel,
Mav β, to 2 ilays at Rumforvl on petition of
Albert Vlriflii et at,
To 25 ml>s travel,
3 ilays at Paris regular session,
to
May 15,
To 46 miles travel,
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WEST—

SOMEWHAT KKTAKDED.

Washing TOX, May '_'7.—The Weather
Bureau's weekly summary of crop conditions is as follows:
The week ended May 2ti was one of
; highly favorable temperature conditions in all districts east of the Rocky
Mountains, with abundant rainfall over
! the greater portion of the central valI leys, the lake region and the Middle
Atlantic States. Drouth conditions in
j the Ohio Valley have been effectually
relieved, except in Southern Illinois, and
while partially broken over the greater
part of the Middle and South Atlantic
States, more rain was needed at the
close of the week in those districts.
Kain is much needed in Tennessee, over
the northern portions of Mississippi and
Alabama, and in central and Southern
Florida. Excessively heavy rains retarded work, and caused some damage by
washing and overflows in the lake region
and in the states of the Ohio and lower
Missouri valleys. On the Pacific Coast
the tirst part of the week was too cold
in Washington and Oregon, but more
favorable conditions prevailed during
the latter part; in California, with the
exception of drying winds, the week,
though cooler than usual, was generally
favorable. Heavy frosts occurred on the
lUtli and 20th, in the middle and southern Kocky Mountain districts, causing
considerable damage.
Ifcavy rains have interrupted corn
planting over extensive areas in the
Missouri, upper Mississippi ami Ohio
valleys and lake region, in portions of
which districts much replanting will be
necessary as a result of overflows and
washed lands. The early planted has
made good growth throughout the central valleys, but is suffering for cultivation in the lower Missouri Valley. In
the Southern States the crop has made
good progress, and much of the early
planted has been laid by. An improvement in the condition of winter wheat is
reported from Nebraska, Kansas, portions of Illinois and in Indiana, Michigan
and Wisconsin, and the crop continues
in tiue condition in Missouri, except in a
few southeastern counties. The reports
from Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, the
Middle, South Atlantic and East Gulf
Stales show that the crop is headiug
low, and indicate very light yields. Harvesting continues iu Texas, and will
soon begin in Arkansas, Oklahoma and
Southern Kausas. Un the Pacific Coast
the outlook continues favorable, except
in Southern California; the crop is, however, reported as unusually weedy in
Oregon. In California winter wheat is
ripening rapidly, and harvest will soon
begin in the San Joaquin Valley. Early
spring wheat has made vigorous growth,
and that later sown is coming up well.
Seeding is practically tiuished. In the
Middle, South Atlantic and East Gulf
States aud portions of the Ohio Valley
the outlook for oats is not promising,
but more favorable conditions are reported from the Missouri and upper
Mississippi valleys and the lake regiou.
Harvesting is in progress iu the Central
and West Gulf States. But few adverse
reports respecting cotton are received.
In portions of Texas, Oklahoma ami
Alabama, the crop is getting grassy, and
boll weevil are increasing and lice appearing in Southern Texas. General!}
throughout the cottou belt, however,
tields are clean and the crop has made
good growth, aud squares are forming
throughout the southern portion. Hecent rains in the Ohio Valley. Tennessee
and the Middle Atlantic States have put
the soil iu favorable condition for transplanting tobacco, which work is well
lu the
advanced iu these districts.
Carolinas stands are irregular aud inare
Plants
sects destructive.
generally
plentiful, except in Central and Eastern
in
are
but
portions
overgrown
Kentucky,

1MB.
Jan is,

.1
to 2 'lays adj. session at Paris,
To 4«> miles travel.
Mar. 11. to 2 -lavs aitj. session at Paris,
To 40 miles travel.
May 6, to 3 'lays at Rumfort on petition of
Albert Virgin et al
To »0 miles travel
May 13, to 3 'lavs regular session at Paris,
To 40 miles travel*.
......

...

South
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#41 00
JONATHAN BARTLETT.

Paris, May 14, l'Jtti.

COUNTY OK OXKORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR. Dr
Ml
•'an 27. 2>t, 2» to 3 'lays at Paris, atlj sesί 50
sion,
To 70 miles travel
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—

same,

5 60

10,11.12, to 3 day» at Parts, adj. session,.............................. 7 50
5 60
To 70 miles travel.
May β, to 1 'lay at Rumfortl Kalis on petition of Albert ami Chaplin Virgin, 2 (0
Mar.

nb ve, 10 miles
to 5 «lays regular
slon at Paris
To 70 miles travel,.

To travel

on

May 12,13 14.15, 16,

South Parts.

OXKORD,
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*es-

12 50
5 (W

t 47 60
RANDALL !.. TAYLOR-

May 14. 1!»2.

STATE OF

MAINE.

88.

May 14,1W2

the almve nametl John
Phllbrook, Jonathan Bartlett antl Randall L.
Taylor an· 1 severally mat le oath that the foregoing accounts by them made and subscribed
are true.
Ilefore me,
CHARLES K. WHITMAN.
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.
M

Personally ap|>earei|

Having

examined antl audited the foregoing
accounts, we allow the following sums
To John M. Phil brook
#»> 54
To Jonathan Bartlett
41 00
To Kandall L. Taylor
47 «0

ELLERY C. PARK. County Attorney.
CHARLES r. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court-

A true copy—attest.
CHARLES r. W HITMAN,

Cler* S.J. Court.

THE

P3ULTRY YARD.
IN

CONDITIONS

SIMMER.

Where fowls are kept in confinement
they should have plenty of shade. There
are many poultrvmen, farmers especially,
that believe they cannot afford to have
their birds running all over the farm, for
which
they may have good reasons,
but if they are kept in confinement they
seem to forget the fact that the birds
may die of heat and exhaustion if left in
the sun all summer. It is very little
trouble to place a few bushes of some
kind in the poultry yard, and sow some
kind of grass seed, for that also helps to
keep the birds contented. A good plan
is to have two yards, and while the
fowls are using up the grass in one yard
let some be growing in the next one during the summer. The birds will not
only be a hundred times more comfortable, but will repay their owner by laying
better. If fowls are suffering from heat
they will not eat, nor will they scratch,
and when they stop eating and scratching there is certainly a loss in the number of eggs. See to it that there is
plenty of water in the yards for them,
and it must be renewed several times a
day during warm weather. There is no
more pitiful sight in the poultry yard
than to see a dock of fowls with their
mouths open trying to get a little air,
and seeking for a place of sliade when
there is nothing but a stretch of wire
around a hot, dry piece of land. On
the contrary it is very pleasant to see a
lot of birds under the bushes, or under
the shade of a tree, resting and dusting
themselves. By all means make the
birds comfortable and they will repay it
in their own way, which every one
kuows is by laying well.—Mirror and
Farmer.
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old P. and Ο.
said Mr. McTodd.
"diaconat, built of teak and
quite big enough for tbe purwith steatn
pose. Of course something
In her would be better, because we're
both steamer men, but that's out of the
question. That would mean too many
to share. So the thing is. Can you buy
this liteboat and victual her for the

"/ΛΐΐΕ boat's
lifeboat,"
Κ

an

J|

trip? I'm no* what you might call a capitalist mysel* just for the moment."
Captain Kettle eyed the grimy serge
of his companion with disfavor. "You
dou't look it." he said. "That last enfrom must
gine room you got sacked
have been n mighty filthy place."
•"Twas." sj:id McTodd: "but. as it
1 ran
happened, I didn't get the sack.
I'd no
from her here in Gib because
wis.h to get back to England and have
of
this news useless in my pocket, and
I had to let slide the £S in
course

due to me."
wages that
look like
"By Jumes. It's begiunlng to
Dusiness when a Scottie runs away
earnfrom siller that he's righteously
was

ed!"
a spec"Weil. I'm no' denying it was
if
ulation. It's a bit of a speculation,
a newly
asking
reckon
up,
to
come
you
in such a
sacked sea captain to join

venture."

much
"I don't suppose you'd fcave
choice here in Gibraltar."
heard of el
"Maybe you'd not have
I had," said
thcr me or the wreck If

McTodd.
here,"
Kettle's face hardened. "See
In your
he said; "keep a civil tongue
I'm to
bead or go out of this lodging.
or I don't deal
be treated with respect

with you."
and be
"Theu let my clothes nlone
a mighty dry shop
It's
civil yours'T.

this, captain."
nor
•'I've no whisky in the place
it. If we're to go
spare money to buy
we shall
ou with this plan of yours,
dollar that can be raised."

want every
and I haven't
"That's true, and Tonlo
10 shillings between us."
room and
Kettle gave up pacing the
of the table and
the
on
edge
himself
sat
use of takfrowned. "1 don't see the
his name,
that's
if
Antonio,
ing either
I don't like the
or your other dago.
1 would be
breed of them. You and
boat
to handle an open
enough
quite
care of ourand quite able to take
the money
selves. If the wreck'6 got
it, we'll promise
on her nud we finger
their share all
to bring them back
a fizzle, as it'»
the
thing's
If
right, and
be saved
very likely to be—well, they'll
cruise."
a very unpleasant boat
—"
otiirtnfH"!·. "and
uv P»v.
Il Ο
mind to have
your
make
up
may
you
or sit here
them ms shipmates. captain,
an·.
D'.vou
ou your tall where you
my·
think I've any appetite for drgoes
I
more than you.
no
sir:
No.
sel'?
a strip
than
more
uo
them
don't trust
me
thread, aud they dou't trust

ped

They
trust
you.
They wouldn't
The early
operations wouldn't trust the provost of Edinhoro
to
on the farm was characterized by freIf he was to make similar proposals
quent rains which delayed in a measure them."
the sowing of grain. The weather of
where this
"Then have you no Idea
the last half of the month just now
closed, however, has been
specially steamboat was put on the ground?"
"Man. I've telled you no already."
favorable for pushing aloug the work of
know much.
"Seems to me you dou't
planting. As a result the seed is now
substantially all in the ground over the Mr. McTodd."
1 come
entire state, the exception being, chieliy,
"I don't. What I know Is this:
have sustained sumo damage by local those crops where late seeding is prefera vera exhausting
after
here,
ashore
storms in the Ohio Valley, ami on the able.
With ample time for the work the
Mediterranean. Just for a
whole the general fruit outlook is less land has been thoroughly prepared and trip down the
against the
condition for the drink to fortify the system
encouraging than earlier in the seasou. putJ in unusually
good
is
> ·—
a.
·>..
.1—1„
Peaches are dropping extensively in the
chills on the run home. The brandy
A care of the
though I'll admit
Middle and South Atlantic States.
crops. All over the state poor here on the rock,
very general improvement in grass is re- farmers are catching on to the advantage It's chtup. and as for the whisky"—
with your
ported from the central valleys, but the of so preparing the land before the seed
"Never mind that Get on
condition of this crop in New England is planted that the hoeing is largely
yarn.'"
and the Middle Atlantic States continues done before it is in fact begun. This
I went
"Diuna hustle a man so. Weel.
backward.
broadcast thorough preparation of the
where I kenned
a little dark ehebeen
to
land by team work before the seed is
the
cutthroat In charge, and gave
WHfcHE WILL ALSIKc CLOVcH GROW
put into the ground so commends itself the
sending
Alsike clover will grow reasonably to the good judgment of farmers that name of the ship I wanted
well on almost any kind of clay land, few are now found who are not prepared back to In case sleep overcame me. and
It to take
even though it should be stiff clay.
advantage of the practice. The settled down for an afteruoou'g enjoy
wdl grow excellently well ou loam soils, tine weather of the past few weeks has ment. You'll ken what I mean?"
moist aud deep, and more especially if been specially favorable for carrying
when
"1 know you're a drunkeu beast
they rest on a reasonably penetrable out such work.
au orgy."
for
chance
the
you get
Trices of stock of all kinds are high,
or
clay foundation. If they abound in
"1 have my weaknesses, captain,
lime, so much the better for the clover. and likely to remain so for some time
left BalllndrochaThis clover will also grow much better to come, and farmers are hustling all maybe I'd no' have
Free kirk
characterize slough around to take advantage of the situation. ter, where my father was
on the soils that
weaklands. If these are uuderlaid with clay Animals of the best breeding, in cattle, meeuister. We both have our
aud it's
not too far down, they furnish a parasheep and swine, are being freely intro- nesses. Captain Owen Kettle,
dise for this plant. It seems to need duced, and with them increased efforts they that have brought us to what we
more moisture than the other varieties at
growing the needed crops to feed are."
of clover, and can also thrive better on them. Altogether farmers throughout
"If you don't leave me alone nud get
black soil. Alsike can also stand water the state are wide awake to the situation,
said Kettle acid
much better than other clovers. In cool and have started in to make this one of on with your yarn."
in the street."
weather it may be covered with a shal- the profitable years of their experience. ly, "you'll find yourself
low depth of water for two or three —Maine Farmer.
"Oh. I like your hospitality fine, aud
setweeks at a time w ithout apparent injury.
I'll stay, thanks. Weel. I'd Just
PASSING OF THE PUBLIC RANGE.
On the ordinary soils of the prairie this
tled ιητββΐ' down to a good square
clover is much prone to grow short and
According to a telegram from Helena, drink at this Spunlard'e sbebeen when
weakly. On light sands it will not do Mont., the cattlemen of the Northwest out of a dark comer couie Tonio and
settling
very well; in fact, in a dry season, on are buying land rapidly and
otber dago, bowing and taking off
such laud it cannot make headway. The down with their herds.
They have be- tbe
as tbougb I'd been
It is gun to realize that the public range will their bats as polite
same is true of gravelly lands.
the very least It's
fortunate that this clover grows well in soon be a thing of the past, aud that the an arcbbisbop at
classes
low lands. These are best adapted to man who would continue in the business extraordinary bow tbe lower
of
the
cattle must have land of his Instinctively go to an officer when they
hence, the two of
SEASONABLE.
for active

season

—

growth

timothy,

raisiug

—

This
upon which to graze them.
is an encouraging feature of the live
stock industry, for it means more cattle
on the same number of acres and better
cattle than have been produced by the
ranges. At the same time, it makes the
cattleman independent and no longer at
AGRICULTURAL HOME MARKET.
the mercy of the seasons, compelled to
With the steady and rapid congestion move hither and thither with his herds
of the towns and cities, the food market in order to tind sustenance for them.
There are
As surely as the rolling stone gathers
is constantly
expanding·
over JiU municipalities in Massachusetts, no moss the roving steer puts on no
a
at
rtesh. While the ranges have produced
and almost all of them are growing
rate that has hardly ever beeu equalled magnificent animals and have contributthe
these
to
ed
Add
large
in the past.
largely to the country's beef supply,
towns where manufacturing is carried the best beef has been produced in the
on, making communities that consume feed lots, where shelter, the proper food
large quantities of food products, but in proportions and freedom from anproduce practically noue, and it willisbea noyances contributed to the development
of the animal. In the delopment of
readily seeu that the home market
ranger into the gentle
very absorptive and exhaustive one. It the roving
seems as though it would keep the agri- bovine of the feed lot, the introduction
cultiin
active
of better blood, the removal of the horns
cultural lands of the state
vation to meet this daily and growing and the sheltered feed lqt have played
need. It hardly seems possible that the an important part. The breeding up
farmers should be at a loss to know process is being continued, the wide
what to raise. Everything is grist for spreading horns are growing scarce, and
the metropolitan market, hay and grain, more and more feeders are beginning to
dairy products of all kinds, poultry, realize that what the trade wants is a
steer that is matured early in life, and
eggs, fruit, nuts and vegetables.
The president of the American Pro- to do this care and attention which canthe range are
tective league says the home market is not be bestowed on
tho most splendid uarket in the world, necessary.—'vansas City Telegram.
market
and so it is. Moreover, the food
is the most splendid and reliable part of
And still the evidence comes pouring
it, and when we hear the farmers com- into this office that more yellow corn
liv- will be
planted in Maine this year than
plain that they cannot make decent
This is indeed welcome
ever before.
ings with this market within easyofreach
the news, and
of all of them, in this section
yet it has come none too soon.
the
country, there is something inexplicable The people are at last aroused to
about it.—Boston Transcript.
fact that this crop has been neglected
too long, aud that it is not the part of
to conIt is generally believed in the butter wisdom or good judgment
cents per
markets that the price through the sea- tinue paying seventy-tive
corn that they can raise at
son of summer make will rule higher bushel for
We want to see
than last year. It is a significant fact in home for thirty centa.
to the importance
that connection ttiat up to last we«k the the same awakening
of raising steers, and by so doing free
receipts of the frerfh make in Boston
the galling dependence
market have not exceeded current con- ourselves from
It ia coming, and it
a upon the West.
sumption, a condition rare at so late
too soon.—Lewiaton
date in the season for frail cows.—Maine can come none
Journal.
Farmer.

may be grown in tine form together. As
both may be cut
*37 51 they ripen together,
when at their best, and the alsike growJOHN M. PHIL BROOK.
ing among the timothy causes it to grow
South Pa: le. May 14,1ΛΙ2.
liner. The two make the best of fodder.—Lewiston Journal.
COUNTY OK OXFORD
To JONATHAN BARTLETT, Dr.

FERTILIZATION of the ORCHARD.
Λ bulletin from the Cornell station,
New York, baa some sensible remarks
about the cultivation of the orchard
through the application of manures,
special fertilizers and the growing of
cover crops.
The purpose of the bulletiu is to record some experiments and
draw deductions therefrom, which will
help the modern scientific orchardist
who believes in getting the best possible
results from his fruit trees. The need
of some system of fertilizing the orchard
lands to make the trees produce large,
handsome commercial fruits is universally felt. Most of the progressive growers
have reached the conclusion that green
manure is more economical and as satisfactory as expensive fertilizers and barnyard manures. The different climates
and grass crops raised in an orchard
should be for the double purpose of protecting the tree roots in winter, and for
fertilizing the soil by turning under
early in spring. In the experiments
made at the above station it was found
that uf the various crops sown in midof the winter
summer, after the sod
crop had been plowed uuder and allowed
to decompose, the alfalfa gave to the
soil by the following spring 130 pounds
of nitrogen to the acre, mammoth red
clover 130 pounds, crimson clover 104
pounds and common red clover 87
pounds. Similarly the hairy vetch and
soy bean planted, and on one acre the
former from the heaviest yield produced
2Ô0 pounds of nitrogen, and the cowpea
52 pounds, both within three months
after planting. According to these returns it was estimated that the hairy
vetch added to the orchard soil in the
form of nitrosjen, phosphoric acid and
potash about $5$ worth of material to
each acre. Added to this fertilizing
value of the green crops there is the advantage obtained by protecting the trees
in winter. Another point to which attention is called is the good obtained in
the use of these plants by preserving the
moisture in the soil in hot weather, and
in inducing the roots of the trees to
penetrate far down into the subsoil.
Such deep-rooted trees are always the
sturdiest and best producers.—Prof. S.
X. Doty in Journal of Agriculture.
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stokehold of a dago steamDoat
coming from the river Platte to Genoa
aud calling at some of the western islands eu route. One night they were
just going off watch and were leaning
over the rail to get a breath of cool air
before turning in. They were steaming
past souu· rocky islaude, and there in
plain sight of them was a vessel hard
the

aud fust ashore. There was no mistake about it. They both saw her—
And, what
a steamboat of 1,500 tons.
was more, the other Portugee, Tonio's
friend, said he knew her. According
to him. «he was the Duncansby Head.
He'd served in her stokehold three voyages. and he said he'd know her any-

where."
"A dago's word isn't worth much for
a tiling like that," said Kettle.
"Wait u bit. The pair of them stayed
where they were and looked at the rest
The secoi.d
of the watch ou deck.
mate on the bridge was staring ahead
sleepily: the quartermaster at the
wheel was nodding and blinking at tlie
binnacle: the lookout on the forecastle
No
was seated on a flfe rail, snoring.
one of these had seen the wreck, anil
Their
so they themselves didn't talk.
boat was runuiug short of coal, and so
she put into Gib here to rebunker. and
'from another dago ou the coal hulk
who came aboard to help trim they
got some news. The Duncansby Head
bad shifted ber cargo at sea. had picked up heavy weather and got unman
ageable and had been left by ber crew
in the boats. The mate'e boat and the
second mate's boat were picked up.
The old man's boat had not been heard
of. It was supposed that the Duncans
by Head bereel' bad foundered immediately after she was deserted."

"Yes; all that's common gossip on
the rock. Mulready was her skippi'rJ. It. Mulready. I'd known him years."
"Weel. poor deevil. it's perhaps good
for him he's drowned."
He's saved
"Yes. I suppoee it is.
a sight of trouble.
D'you know. Mac.
Jimmy .Mulready and I passed foi

mate the same day and went to sea
with our brao' uew tickets in the same
"
6hlp-hini as mate, me as second
"The sea's an awful poor profession
for all except a shipowner that lives

and then tu insist on a return, to
which Kettle retorted that he was going to see the matter through now if
he hnd to hang in the straits for the
whole eighteen days and subsist for
the rest of the trip upon dew and their
belts, and in this McTodd backed him
up. Once started and away from the
whisky bottle there was nothing very
yielding about Mr. McTodd. Only one
compromise did Kettle offer to make.
He would stand across and drop Ills
Portuguese partners on the African
shore if they, cn their part, would disclose the whereabouts of the wreck,
uud m due time, when the dividends
were gathered, he faithfully promised
But to this they
tli:m their share.
would rot consent. In fact, there was
t mutual distrust between
a !.:co.J deal
the ίwo parties.
At last, however, a kindly slant of
wind toiiU the lifeboat in charge and
hustled her wetly out. Into the broad
Atlantic, and when they had ruu the
shores of Europe and Asia out of
sight and there was nothing round
them but the blue heaving water, with
here and there a sail and a steamer's
smoke, then Senor Antonio saw fit to
give Captain Kettle a course.
"We was steamin' froma Teuerife
to Madeira when we saw thosea rocks
with Ouncantiby Head asho'."
"H'm." said Kettle. "Those'll be the
Salvage Islands."
"Steamah was pllea up on de first.
'Nother Island we pass after."
"That's Pltou Island, If I remember.
Let's have a look at the chart." He
handed over the tiller to McTodd. took
a tattered admiralty chart from one
of the lockers and spread it on the
damp floor gratings. The two Portuguese helped with their brown paws
to keep it from fluttering away. "Yes.
either Little Piton or Great Piton.
Which side did you pass it on?"
Antonio thumped a gunwhale of the
lifeboat.
"Kept it on the port hand going
north, did you? Then that'll be Great
Piton, and a.sweet shop It is for reefs,
according to this chart 1 wish I'd a
directory. It will be a regular cat's
dance getting In. But 1 say, young man.
Isn't there a light there?"
"Llghta? I not understand."
"You savvy lighthouse— faro-showmark light in dark?"
"Oh. yes. Uglita house. I got there.
No, no llghta house."
"Well, there's one marked here a*
'projected.' and I was afraid It might
have come. I forgot the Canaries wen
Spanish and Madeira was Portugei
and that these rocks, which lie half
way, would be a sort of slack cross be
tween the pair of them. Manana's the
motto, isn't it Tonio? Never do today
what you hope another flat will do foi
>

you tomorrow."

"SI.

who

guese,
'■

1

uianann." said the

si,

f

bad

■

not

Portu
understood one
I

■

ashore."

Yes, that's a true word; it Is
And so Antonio and his mate told tin
tinother dago that they'd seen
wreck ?"
"Not much. They kept their heads
shut There was money In the idea if
it could only be worked, and a I'ortu
gee likes a dollar as mucli as a white
80 there you have the whole
man.
yurc. except that they cot to knov
"'Tis.

that t!i .· Dum-unsby was on 1ι< 1 w«y
home after a long spell at tramping
when she got into trouble and rarritd
all the money she'd earned in good

solid gold In the eharthouse drawer."
"It sounds like a soft thing. I'll not
deny." said Kettle. "But why should
Mr. Autouio and his friend come to

you?"

from their ship here In
Uib and lay low till ehe had sailed, tt
was the natural thing for them to do
But when they began to look round
theui in cold blood tbey found them

"They

ran

selves a bit 011 the beach. They'd no
money. There's such a shady crowd
here In Gib that everything's well
watched, and they couldn't steal, so
there was nothing for it but to take
Of course
a partner into the couceru.
being dagoes, they weren't likely t·
trust one of their own Bort."
"Not much, and so they came to

you?"
"They

knew me." said the engineer
"and I came to you because I knew
you. captain. I'm no navigator mysel'
though I can make shift to handle a
sailboat, so a navigator was wanted. I

said to mysel' the man In all creation
for this Job Is Captain Kettle, and then
what should I do but run right up

against you."

"Thank you. Mac."
"But there's one other thing you'll
have to do. and that's buy. beg. borrow
or steal the ship to carry the expedi
tlon. because the rest of us can't raise
a blessed shilling among us. It needn't
be a bin outlay That old P. and Ο life
boat which I was talking about wovîld
carry us tine, and 1 think three five
pound notes would buy her."
"Very well." suid Kettle. "And now
let's get a move on us. There's been
enouirh time spent In talk, and tin

sooner we're on tbnt wreck the les?
chance there Is of any one else je'.tin}:
there to overhaul her before ur."
It would lie unprofitable to follow In

detail the tilling out of a wrecking expedition upon insufficient capital, aud
so lie it brietly stuted that the old life
boat, which had passed through many
hands since she was cast from the P.
and Ο service, was purchased by dint

"That's Pilon inland, U I remember."
word iu ten of all this. "Manana we
find rich, plenty too much rich. Ood

enve

queen!"

"Those Canary Ashing schooners land
on the Salvages sometimes," said MeTodd. "So I beard once in Las Pal-

mas."
"Then there'll be fleas on the Islands,
whatever else there is," said Kettle. "1
guess we've got to take our chances.
Mac. If the old wreck's been overhauled before we get there, it's our bad
luck. If she hasn't been skimmed clean,

we'll take what there is, and 1 fancy
we shall be men enough to stick to it

It Isn't as if she was piled up on somo
civilized beach, with coast guards to
take possession and all the rest of it
The Islands are either Spanish or PorThey belong to a pack of
tugee.
thieves anyway, and we've just as
much right to help ourselves as any
one else has. What we've got to do at
present Is to ebove this old ruin of a
lifeboat along as though she were a
racing yacht At the shortest, we've
got 700 miles of blue water ahead of

ue."

Open boat voyaging lu the broad Atlantic may have its pleasures, but
these, such as they were, did not appeal
either

to

Kettle or

his

companions.

thoroughgoing steamer sailore.
They despised sails, and the
gmallness of their craft gave them
need help."
"It Is. Mac; It to."
qualms both mental and physical. By
intol"I'd mot Tonio in Lagoe. He was
day the sun scorched them with
aDd I of hnggllug for η η absurdly small sum erable glare and violence; by night the
greaser on tbe branch boat there.
He's some and victualed aud watered for eighteen clammy sea mists drenched them to the
"Was ber second engineer.
English—coast English—and be did the days. The Portuguese, who still re bone. For a larger vessel the weather
talking. The otber dago knew noth- fused to disclose the precise location of would have been accounted favorable;
or
ing but bla own unrighteous tongue the wreck, said that It might take a for their cockleshell it was once
and just said see-see when Tonio ex- fortnight to reach her. and prudence twice terrific. In two squalls that they
plained to blm wbat wua going on and would have suggested that it was ad ran Into, breaklnc combers filled the
grinned like a bagful of monkeys. 1 visahle to take ut least a month's pro lifeboat to the thwarts, and they had
give Tonio credit He spat out bis tale visions, but the meagerness of their to bale for their bare lives. They were
like a man. He and his mate were in capital fiatly forbade this, and they cramped and sore from their constrainwere only able to furuisb the boat with
what would spin out to eighteen days
on an uncomfortably short ration. They
trusted that what picklugs they might

HOOD FAH.M

Powder
Breeding
Makes
and

non-breeding

profitable.

cows

Should be

productive
used After

find in the storeroom of the wreck her
self would provide tbem for the return
voyage.

They

were

Peculiar
To Itself

With this slender equipment, then, In what it is and what it does—conAbortion, when cows fail to breed,
when they are irregular, and when they K.Mll»*d forth from <>llirnltar bay.
the best blood-purifying,
They taining
they do not clean. In one herd was an obvious party of adventurers
and
alterative and tonic substanoes and
successful with 34 out of 40 cows were bombarded by the questions
the curious stares of all the shipping intreated.
effecting the most radical and perterest on the rock. They were ttatly
manent cures of all humors and all
Farm
given to understand by a naval busy-

Hood

Abortion Treatment
with the

Consists in injecting cows
Breeding Powder, which thoroughly
disinfects, kills all germs, and makes
cows breed, followed by the use of
Hood Farm Abortion Cure, which
strengthens tbe organs to hold the fœAll cows that show signs of
tus.
Slinking their calves should be given
The most successful
this remedy.
treatment of abortion.

Two sises of each remedy tl and <2.60.
Large holds four times dollar sise.
Hood Farm Milk Fever Cure Is a positive
care for milk fever, and will save your most
valuable cows.
Hood Farm Remedies are sold by
—

F. A. SHURTLEFF k CO.»
•outh Pari·, M»

body. who had been bidden to carry his
imiulsltiveiicss to the deuce, that they
had earned official suspicion and would
be \rutch«d accordingly, and if ever ill
wishes could sink a craft that ancicut
P. and O. lifeboat was full to her
marks.

The voyage did not begin with prosperity. There is always α strong surface current running in through the
straits, and Just then the breezes were
light The lifeboat waa a dull sailer,
and her people in consequence bad the
mortification of keeping Carnero point
and the frowning rock behind in sight
for three baking days. The two Porwere first profane, then sul-

tuguese
len, then frightened.
It

Some saint's day,
appeared, had been violated by the
and they t»gan first to bint at

ffert.

eruptions, relieving weak, tired,
languid feelings, and building up
the whole system—is true only of

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

No other medicine acts like it;
other medicine has done so
muoh real, substantial good, no
other medicine has restored health
and strength at so little cost.

no

troubled with scrotal· and came
For four months I
near losing my eyesight.
could not see to do anything. After taking
two bottle· of Hood's Sarsaparilla I could se·
to walk, and when I had taken eight bottle· I
could see as well as ·▼«." Sus» A Hairs"I

vu

ed position and want of exercise, they
sea sores on their wrists and salt
prime on every incli of their persons,
they were growing gaunt on the scanty
rations, and. in fact, a better presentation of a boat full of desperate castaways it would be hard to hit upon.
Flotillas of iridescent pink sailed nautilus scudded constantly beside them,
dropping as constantly astern, and
these made their only compnny. Except for tlie nautilus the sea seemed
pot

desolate.

In this guise, then, they ended their
voyage, which had spun out to nigh
upon 1,000 miles, through contrary
winds and the necessity for incessant
tacking, and In the height of one blazing afternoon there rose the tops of
the islands out of a twinkling turquoise

GLADSTONE'S ORATORY.

"So did I, but she Isn't There; you
feel her lift again."
They went out on deck. The sun
was already dipping in the western
sea behind the central bill of the inland, and in another few minutes It
can

1

These appeared first as mere dusty
black rocks sticking up out of the calm
blue. Great Salvage island to the northward and Great I'lton to the south and
beyond, but they grew as the boat neared them and presently appeared to be
built upon a frieze of dazzling feathery
whiteness. The lifeboat swept on to

to say, "Just you dare!"
And yet when all has been said for
and against him there can be no doubt
that he will remain the most notable
Englishman of his generation—as much
out of place among the Liberals as
Disraeli was among the Conservatives,
but, like him, a head and shoulders
above all his rivals and as much superior to Disraeli himself in most of
the higher arts of statesmanship as
that immensely clever child of Israel
was superior to him in all its secondary

fowl, screaming and circling, sailed
escort them in, and ahead, behind the banks of breakers, drawing
them on as water will draw a choking
were the rusted smokestack and

out to

arts.

THE CARNAHUBA PALM.

masts of a derelict mer-

by some intolerable fate they were
barred from It by relentless walls of
surf. Kettle ran in as close as he dared
and then flattened In his sheets and
sailed the lifeboat clos? hauled along
the noisy line of breakers, looking for
un

opening.
The two Portuguese grumbled openly. and when not η ghost of a landing
place showed and Kettle put her about
to sail back again even the cautious
McTodd put up his word to "run in and

risk it."
But Kettle, though equally sick ns
they were of the boat and her voyage,
had all a sailor's dislike for losing a
ehip, whatever she might be. and
cowed them all with voice and threats,

It In Called the Mont Marvelous Tree
In the World.

Undoubtedly the most marvelons tree
in the world grows in Itrazll. It is the
carnahuba palm and can be employed
Its roota
for many useful purposes.
produce the same medicinal effect aa
sarsapariila. Its stems afford strong,
Ugh fibers, which acquire a beautiful
lnster and serve also for joists, rafters
and other building materials as well as
for stakes for fences.
From parts of the tree wines and
vinegar are made. It yields also a sac-

"Mon," Kuhl the engineer enthusnutu
nlly, "you've a great Imul."
would ho dark. Thon· is little twtlii lit
far soutli, so they took cross lear
Ing on the shore and watched Intently
Yes: there was not a doubt about it
the Puncansby Ilead floated. u::d s!i<
was moving across the deep wat« ;

so

lake that held her.
"Mon," suid the engineer enthusiast
ically, "You've a great head and
I'd neve:
great future before you.
have guessed it."
"I took it for granted she'd bcatei.
her bottom out In getting here, but
she's blurulered in through the ι
f*
without touching, and If she's c< nu· In
she can gel out again, and we're th
fellows to take her."
"With en Lines?"
If she's badly
"With engines, yes.
broken down in the hardware sli«>j·
we're done. I'd forgotten the machin
We'll Hud η
ery. and that's a fact.
lantern, and I'll go down with you
Mac, and give them an inspect."

cnarine suustance

stale and tepid water, and they gorged
till they were filled and swore they
had never sat to so delicious a meal.
With repletion came the thoughts of
fortune again, and off they went to the
cnarinouse

ιο

ιιπκ*-·γ

un·

tuiwu

β"»·,

but here was η disappointment ready
nnd waiting' for them. They had gone
up in a body, neither nationality trusting the other, and together they ransacked the place with thoroughness.
There were papers in abundance, there
clothes furry v. ii.i miidew. tliere
was a broken box of cheap cigars, but
of money there was not so much as a
were

bronze piece.

on the trip. You remember what I said about fishing schooners from Las Palmas, skipper?"
"By James, yes! And look on the
floor there? See those cigarette ends?
They're new and dry. If the old man
cigarette smoker, he
had been a
wouldn't bave chucked his butts on his
charthouse deck, and even If he had
they'd have been washed to bits when
she was hove down on her beam ends.
You can see by the decks outside that
she's been pretty clean swept No; It's
those fishermen, as you say, who have

washed clean

been here before us."
"Weel." said McTodd. rubbing his
thumb tightly Into bis finger's end, "if
I were a swearer I could say a deal."
"The dagoes are swearing enough for
the whole crowd of us. to judge by the

splutter of them. The money's gone
It's vexing, but that's a fact
clean.
Still I don't like to go back empty
banded."

"I'm as keen as yoursel'. There's
that £8 of my wages I left when I ran
In (Jib that's got to be made up someWhat's wrong with gettiug ofl
how.
the hatches and seeing how her cargo's

of which shone at a great distance,"
The legend also relates that at the
time of the conquest of Spain and Portugal by the Moors, when the inhabitants fled lu every direction to escape

slavery, seven bishops, followed by a
great number of people, took to ships
and put boldly out on the high seas.
After tossing about for some time they
landed on an unknown Island, the famous spot which In after years became

the seat of the "Seven Golden Cities."
"This island," tleylyn says, "was exactly in midocean." After all had
landed safely the wise old blshope
burned the ships to prevent their followers from deserting and founded the
cities which have become so famous in
This mysterious is6otig and story.
land was often sought by the early
navigators. Those who went In search
of It and never returned were popularly believed to have been detained by
its inhabitants.
Object·*·! to "St π IT."
The pride of James Gordon Bennett,
the elder. In the great newspaper he
had built up was proverbial, and he

had

anything

One of his editorial writers ventured
compliment him one morning on tiie
general chu meter of that day's issue.
"There was a lot of good stuff in the
paper this morning. Mr. Benuett," be

said.
"Stuff?" exclaimed the editor. "Stuff?
What do you mean?"
"I mean the—the matter on the editorial page," replied the other, somewhat taken aback.
"Then say so," rejoined his chief,
with a frosty gleam In his eye. "If you
value your Job, young man, never call
anything that goes into the New York
Ilerald 'siulT again as long as you
live!"

Getting In Line.
"The station at Savannah," said a
traveler through the south, "is surrounded in all directions with a lot of
In
saloons and cheap restaurants.
great illuminated letters over one of

these saloons was the sign:
"
Open All Night.'
"Next to it was a restaurant bearing
with equal prominence the legend, 'We
Never Close.'
"Third in order was a Chinese laundry in a little tumbledown hovel, and
upon the front of this building was the
Blgn in great, scrawling letters, 'Me
Wakee Too.' "—New York Tribune.

Tren.

It adds to the homelike character of
a city to embower Its bouses In maples
and elms, to give biding places for the
birds, and it adds to coolness and salubrity as well as beauty to provide
shade against the blistering duys of

Soondcd Like It.

"Miss Flyppe," said the hostess, "permit me to present -Mr. Hogg, author of
those clever lines on 'An Arctic Courtship' which appeared in The Gulf
Stream Magazine last month."
"I am glad to meet you, Mr. Hogg,"
eaid the young woman. "Pardon the

summer.—Brooklyn Eagle.

Ko Way to Wealth.

Short—If I bad as much money as
so blamed stinyou have, I wouldn't be
gy with it.

question, but is tl.at your real name?"
"Certainly." lie replied, bristling up.

Long—My dear boy,

News.

to

to

his bride.
"I don't think I noticed what be
said," replied the bride. "What was

reason

particular aversion

contents.

The t'Mual Thing.
"Wasn't that an odd thing for the
minister to say Just as we were leav-

Plant

a

that savored of disrespect on the part
of his employees when speaking of its

dustrial purposes and in warfare.

it?"
"lie invited us to come again."
"Ob, that was Just ordiuary politeness. He always does my murryiug."—
Detroit Free I'ress.

euircu

The Seven fioljen CI tic·.

Copper
covered, extracted and utilized lu the
earliest periods of our history, and antiquaries are accustomed to spcaU of a
"bronze age" to express that interval
of time during which this metal formed
for inmany of the implements used

counterpane and caugiit something,
wni'jli lie bold botweeu bis black thumb
and linger.
"Look!" he said. "That's not a white
man's Ilea! That's Spanish or I'ortugee! And neither Tonio nor his mate
brought it here, because they have been

ue u

The "Seven Golden Cities," one of
the most popular legends of the lutter
part of tin· dark ages, were said to be
situated on an island west of the African coast. The island is represented
as abounding in gold, with magnificent
houses and temples, "the high towers

Brass and bronze are two alloys oi
copper. The lirsl is co: :| osed of cop
and
per and zinc, tli·» latter of coppor
tin. Roth historically and scientifically
these two compound mei.ais are of
greater interest than almost any others.
was one nf the fust metals dis

ing?" asked the Chicago bridegroom of

Some one's
our trouble for nothing.
beer, here first and skinned the place
McTodd· pounced upon the
ckan."

wen

sago. Its fruit is used for
feeding cattle. The pulp lias an aHTeeable taste, and the nut, which Is oleaginous and emulsive, Is sometimes
used us a substitute for coffee. Of the
wood of the stem musical instrumenta,
water tuln-s and pumps are made. The
pith is an excellent substitute for cork.
From the stem a white liquid similar
to the milk of the cocoanut and a tlour
resembling muizena may be extracted.
Of the straw, hats, baskets, brooms
A considérable
and mats arc made.
quantity of this straw is shipped to Ellrope, and a part of it returns to Brazil
manufactured Into hats. The straw Is
also used for thatching houses. Moreover, salt is extracted from it and likewise an alkali used in the manufacture
of common soap.

lii-UNN niitl Rrnnc:·.

"Eh, well," said Kettle, sitting back
the musty bedclothes, "we have had

on

us

fresembllrg

and at last his forbearance was rewarded. Λ slim passage through the
reefs showed itself at the southern end
[TO UK CO.NTJNUCS.J
of the island, and down it they dodged,
mina
trimming tl. -.-ir sheets six times
The flnlrxprlntr.
ute, with an escort of dangers always
The hairspring of a watch is a st. ]»
close on either haud, and finally ran of the finest steel about 'J1·.· inches Iojiî.
into a rocky bay. which held compara- ami .01 Inch wide and .CirJT inch tIi;<
tively smooth water.
It is coiled up in spiral form and finely
There was no place to beach the boat.
tempered. The process of temper:::··
a
with
but
her
oil,
to
anchor
had
They
these springs was long held as a secret
whip on the cable they were able to by the few fortunate «mes j -•e s1!!·:
stone and
of
a
on
ledge
ashore
step
it, and even now It is η >t generally
then haul the boat oft agaiu out of known.
Their tnatiuiacture ren'iir·»
harm's way.
great skill and care. The strip I.It may be thought that they capered
gauged to the .020 of an inch, but no
with delight at treading on dry land
measuring instrument has yet been «I··
again, but there was nothing of this. vised capable of fine enough ga'.:;.-i::,.
With their cramped limbs and disused
to determine beforehand by the s!z<· o:
joints it was as much as they could the strip what the strength of the lin
do to hobble, and every stop was a
A twenty-thon
Ished spring will be.
wrench. Hut the lure ahead of them
sandtli part of an inch difference in tlu
miover
was great enough to triumph
thickness of the s.rlp makes a e. .. .·
Half a mile away
nor difficulties.
enee in the fanning of a watch < f a!
along the rocks was the Duncansby six minutes
per hour.
Ilcad, and for her they raced at the
top of thoir crippled gait, and the sea
Mii:!nture Holland.
fowl screamed curiously above their
The striking thing about Holland i>
heads.
that everything except the old parish
latched and tore themselves
They
churches, the town halls, the dike.-·
over
the
sharp
in this frantic progress
and the trees is in miniature. Tue citwith
thirst,
choked
volcanic rocks, they
ies are not wide, and one can go from
they panted with their labor, but none the most northern point in the country
desertThe
mattered.
of these things
to tue most souinern or irum iuu c.\
ed steamer when they came to her
treme west to the extreme enst in ii
the
was lying off from the shore at
and. If It be a summer day.
other side of a lake of deep water, but single day
in daylight, while from the top of tinthey were fit for no more waiting, and
tower of the cathedral at Utrecht one
each as he came opposite her waded
can look over a large part of the counin out of his depth and swam off with
The Hague and Rotterdam are
eager strokes. Davit falls trailing in try.
sixteen miles apart and The Hague
the water gave them an entrance way. only
and Amsterdam only forty miles. Amand up these they climbed with the
liein and The Hague are the two most
one
with
quickness of apes, and then
cities in the ki-igd un,
accord they made for the pantry and cosmopolitan
The gold and one meets in the streets ail sorts
the steward's storeroom.
of Xetherlarulers.—Bos
which had lured tliem was forgotten. and conditions
The immediate needs of their famished ton Transcript.
bodies were the only things they remembered. They found a cheese, a box
of musty biscuit and a filter full of

Tempest.

ready

Ben

the stripped
chant steamer.
There is a yarn about an open boat
which had voyaged 1,200 miles over the
lonely Pacific coming upon a green atoll
and being sailed recklessly in through
the surf and drowning every soul ou
board, and the yarp is easy believable.
Captain Kettle and his companions had
undergone horrible privations. Ilere at
last were the isle of their hope and the
treasure, as It seemed, in full view, but

η

command. If It showed the slightest
recalcitrancy, his will was always

reach them, climbing and diving over
She had canvas decks,
the rollers.
to
quarter mast high, which contrived
throw off the sprays, and over these the
faces of her people peered ahead, wild
and gaunt, salt crusted and desperate.
and
Great Salvage Island drew abeam
pass^ away astern. Great Piton lay
thouclose ahead now, fringed with a
sand reefs, each with its spouting
breakers. The din of the surf came to
of
them loudly up the wind. A flock

man,

of Water· In

Gladstone was a peat financier and
perhaps the very urea test expositor of
He had a
finance who ever lived.
magical influence over masses of men
and a power of words the effect of
which was more like that of huge
masses of water in a tempest than anything else. His Midlothian speeches
made one think lees of a river coming
down than of the sea coming up. Hie
skill in constructing a difficult measure
was not even approached by any man
of his time and perhaps was never exceeded by any man at any time.
These and many other merits we
must freely allow him, but when the
final estimate of him is made many
traits must be introduced and not least
his extraordinary power of believing
precisely what he wished to believe.
Lie had a tender conscience, but, save
only where finance was concerned, he
had
't conscience thoroughly under

ground."

^

Critic Llkena It to the Rmhlag

One

he asked.
"She moved."
"1 took it for sure she was on the

sea.

Wither·, N. 0.
made up?"
I saw It
Hood'· ear··partita promises to
"She's loaded wltb bides.
'j
aura an* keepe the promise.
There was Jimmy
on tbe manifest

to*.

Mulrtady's porawl at the foot of it.
That pinto there above the bed foot
will lie his wife. I'oor <>ld Jimmy! He
got religion before I did and started
his insuranee. too, and If he's kept
them both up lie and his widow ought
to be all right. By James, did you feel
that'/"
"What?"
McTodd stared round him.

that is the very
you will never have it.—Chicago

"Did you think it was my pen nauie?"

—Chicago Tribune.

IN CUBA

where it I» hot all the year round

Emulsion'
[Scott's
tells better
than any where else

intheworid. So don't stop taking
it in summer, or you will lose
what you have gained.
for a free

Send
sample.
I
scorr & BOWNE, Chemist*.
New York.
400-415 I'earl Street,
druggists.
50c and

Ji.oojall

When

Yon

Can't

Sleep.

for insomnia:
Push away your pillow and lie flat
up tii your back with your muscles relaxed. Slowly draw in the deepest
breath, possible, hold it for four seconds. then slowly expel it until your
I chest and abdomen have collapsed.
ltepeat tilts until you fail asleep.
This is

a

sure

cure

I

Negative Compliment.
Miss Sere (much pleased)—So he really said I didn't show my age, eh?
Miss Sharpe—Well, he said you always seemed careful to conceal It—
Philadelphia Press.

ESTA BUS H Kl» im.

Jhc Φχίοχά gemocrat,
TÛE8DATS.

ISS l'KD

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JUNE

10,1902.

AT WOOD A FORBES,
Proprietor·.

Editor· tad

Α.

|>NM1 Μ. Atwoou.

Β. roui*.

Turns :—#1-50 a rear If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise ·2.υ0 » year, single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisement»
Advkbtisxmxjct·
are given three consecutive Insertions for 91 JO
per Inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient an<l yearly advertiser·.

Jo· Pkintuo:—New type, faet preese·, «team
power, experienced work m η and low price·
combine to make ihl· department of our bualness complete and popular.
SIHtiLE COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron·
Jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County
Parlln'e Drug Store.
South i'arls,
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Norway,
Soyes' Dru* Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buck tie M,
A. E. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Kryeburg,
Mrs. Harlow. Post OfficeI'arls Hlli,
West I'arls.
Samuel T. White.

A

Republican

State Convention

will be held In

City Hall, Portland,

Wednesday, June 11,1902,
at

1 au o'clock. P.

M.,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be supported at the September
Election, ami transacting any other business
that may properly come before It
The basis of representation will be as follows
Each l lty. Town and Plantation will be entitled
to one
delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor In 1MW,
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of to
votes in excess of 75 votes, a further additional
delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any
Town or Plantation can only foe filled by
City,
residents of the County in which the vacancies
exi«t
The State Committee will be in session In the
reception room of the Hall at 12:30 P. M., on the
•lay of the Convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. I >e legates.
In order to lie eligible to participate in the Convention, must be elected subsequent to the date
of call for this Convention.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political affiliations, who believe In Republican
and endorse the policy of the Republican party, are cordially Invited'to unite under
this call in electing delegate· tc this Convention
Per Order, Republican State Committee,
Κ. M SIMPSON, Chairman.

principles

BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
(Bangor, April 10, I'«>2.

On the above basis, the several towns and
plantation^ in Oxford County will be entitled to
the number of delegates given below
1
Norway,
Albany,
4
Ox fori.
Andover,
i
Paris,
Bethel,
2
Brown Held,
Peru.
'i
Porter,
Ituckfield,
1
Roxbury,
Byron,
*1
Rum ford,
3
Canton,
1
Stoneham,
Denmark,
2
Stow,
Dlxfield,
3
Sumner,
Fryeburg,
1
Sweden,
tillead,
1
Grafton,
Upton,
2
W aterford,
1
Greenwood,
3
1
Woodstock,
Hanover,
1
Hartford,
plantations.
1
Hebron,
2
Lincoln,
Hiram,
2
Lovell,
Magtlloway,
1
1
Mason.
Milton,
2
Mexico,
Î3
1
Newry,
Train Arrangement».— One fare for round
trip, ticket» κ>κ»1 going Juue lotli and 11th, an<l
returning June lltb and 12th, on Gram! Trunk,
Maine Central, ami Brtdgton ami Saco River
roads.
One fare on Portland ami Rumford
Fads, tickets good to return only on the 11th.
Spet-lAl late train to Kuiuford Kails June 11th.

Second District

Republican Convention

Will be hel<l In City hall. Lewlston, Me., Tues
day, Jure IT, at 1.30 o'clock P. M., forthe purpos*
of nominating a candidate for Congre»;· to b«
vote·! for at the September election.
To «elect a district committee ami transact any
other bu*lnesi that may properly coine liefore U
The l>a»is of representation will l>e as follows
Each cltv, town ami plantation will be entitled
toone<lelegat>and for each seventy Ave votéecul
fur tlic Republican candidate for Governor It
lyoo an additional delegate and for a fraction
of forty vote» In excess of seventy tlve a furthei
additional delegate. Vacancies lb the delegation
of any city, town or plantation can only l>e lilted
by a resident of the county In which the vacancy

eil»ts.

The District Committee will be In session It
the reception room of the hall at 1.' o'clock m. or
the dav of the convention for the p-irpose ol
receiving the credential.·· of delegates. DelegateIn the con
In order to be eligible to
ventlon must l>e elected subsequent to the 'law.
of the call for this convention.
I'er order Republican District Committee.
C. 8. CKoH'KiL. Chairman.
J. W. Bkackktt, Secretary

participate

Republican County

Convention.

The Republican voters of the County of Oxford, In the State of Maine, are requested tc
meet In convention ut the Court House al
South Paris, on Wednesday, the lsth day ol
June, A. D. 1902, at li) o'clock In the forenoon
for the purpose of nominating candidates for tin
following county officers, to be supported at tht
September election, to wit Senator, Clerk ol
Court·, County Treasurer, County Attorney
Register of l'eéds. Register of Deeds for Western
District, one County Commissioner, and Sheriff
Also to choose a Republican County Committee
for the years 1WX1 and 1M04.
The basis of representation will lie as follows
Each town and plantation organized for e'ectl >n
purposes will be entitled to one ilelegate, and foi
each 75 votes cast for the Republican candidate
for Governor In l'.*A> an additional delegate, anil
for a frui tion of 40 votes In exi-ese of 73 votes an
additional ilelegate.
The Republican County Committee will be in
session at the grand jury room at the Court
House at South Parle, at à o'clock on the mornlng of the convention, for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates.
Delegates In order to be eligible to participate
In the convention must be electe·! subsequent tc
the date of the call for this convention.
Per order Republican County Committee
ARETaS K. STEARNS. Chairman.
ΛΚΤΙΙΙ'Κ Ε EOBBKS. Secretary.
I ►ate- at South Paris, May 'Ah, 11102.
Railroad arrangements.—One fare for round
on Grand Trunk from all stations In Maine
to South Paris, tickets good June 17th and l?th,
One (are ou the
to return on or before the 19th.
Portland and Rumford Kails, and the regular
train from Lewtston to Mechanic Kalis will run
through to Rumford Kails on the evening of the
Half fare on the Maine Central for deleISth.
gates, tickets good going June 17th and lrth, tu
return the luth

trip

COMING

EVENTS.

June 7-11.—Commencement,
University
Maine. Orono.
June 1.'.—Graduation, Paris High School.
June 12,13.—County convention of W. C. T.

Norway.

ol

U.,

June 15-1S.—Commencement, Hebron Academy.
June 17.—Second Congressional District Republican convention, Lewleton.
June 17 —Democratic State Convention, Bangor
June IS.—Republican couuty convention, South
Paris.
July 21-25.—Summer school. Canton.
Aug. 4-9.—Old Home Week.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

Worcester Buckeye Mowers.
Smart shirt Waists for Summer.
Lap Robes and Kly Nets.
Blue stores.
Hot Weather Goods.
Parker's Hair Balsam.
Wanted.
Tinware.
Probate Notice*.
Notice of Appointment.
Notice.

MAINE

POLITICS.

The sheriff is getting to be the allimportant office in Maine, and hot contests are on in several counties. The
Kennebec County Republican convention
on Wednesday took twenty ballots before
a candidate for sheriff was nominated.
The successful candidate was Frank J.
11am of Belgrade.
The Prohibition state convention met
Bath Wednesday. Kev. Samuel F.
Pearson of Portland was
chairman.
James l'errigo of Portland was nominated for governor. The resolutions, which
are lengthy and vigorous in tone, reaffirm the principle of prohibition as
against license, praise Sheriff Pearson in
unstinted terms, and denounce both the
old parties, but the Republican party
especially, for their "fostering care" of
the liquor traffic.
at

The Androscoggin County Republican
convention last week broke all convenΛ hot fight for
tion records for Maine.
the nomination for sheriff was anticipated, but the actual was beyond all
dreaming. After organizing, the convention immediately proceeded to ballot
foi' a candidate for sheriff.
Seventy-one
votes were necessary for a nomination,
S.
the
Rev.
C.
strict enand
Cummings,
forcement candidate, lacked four votes
of a majority, the vote standing, Cummings 07, Googin (SI, Dwelley 7, Shackford 6. The convention opened Tuesday
forenoon, and continued in session until
nine o'clock at night. It then adjourned
until Wednesday, and thereafter held
two sessions a day until Friday afternoon. when it adjourned to Monday. In
all 185 were ballots taken, the last one
being the same as the tint, and no material change in any of the ballots, except
an occasional change of one or two votes
What this week will bring
as a feeler.
<
forth is a problem.

BETHEL.

BUCKFIELD.

TIE OXFORD BEARS.

Saturday and Sunday of last week the
Bradford, superintendent of the
Turner Centre creamery, A. F. Tilton jam of logs threatened to damage the
THE OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN AU and one other man, all of Auburn, "toll bridge" and dynamite was ueed to
gathered in 400 trout recently in Byron. break the jam. The rear of the drive la
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Rev. Mr. Munson went to Fairfield
to deliver an address before a
ministerial convention.
rint Baptist Church, Ββτ. H. H. BUhop,
Geo. H. Hersey has righted the meat
Pastor. Preaching every Sunday M 11 Λ. M.
market building preparatory to renovatSunday School UUH. SabbaXh Evening 8er
vice at 7:30 p. M. Prayer Meeting Thursday ing the same.
evening at Τ 30 p. M.
Married, on South Hill, June 1, by
Universal!·! Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Bridgbam, Esq., Caroline
Prea hlng service every Sunday at 11 A. m. Thos. S.
The marPackard and Fred G. Davee.
Sunday school at 12 ■.
riage occurred at the home of Wm.
Harold U. Thayer is clerk in the store
Quite a
Davee, father of the groom.
of J. M. Thayer for the summer.
gathering of friends was reported.
Mrs. Lyon left Monday morning to
Presents, refreshments, ice-cream, etc.,
join Capt. Lyon at Boston, where the figured in the proceedings. The squire,
is
in
which
he
of
command,
Olympia,
by virtue of his office, claimed the right
has put in for repairs.
They expect to of kissing the bride.
return to Lyonsden in about two weeks.
Miss Merritt of Worcester, who visits
Miss Gertrude M. Brown arrived at her cousins. Misses
Georgia and Laura
was
accomShe
Old Brick Tuesday.
Dean, is in town at the present time.
of
Mason
Carnes,
panied by her cousin,
Her rendering of a solo at the Baptist
Paris, Prance, who will make a short church Sunday morning was highly comhere.
stay
mended.
Mrs. Carter has as guests for a few
Mrs. Hardy is stopping with Mrs.
Rebecca
Mrs.
Carter,
her
mother,
days
Jeannette Atwood for a time. She was
*ud her sister, Mrs. Mary Wiley, of
years ago a neighbor of Mrs. Atwood.
Bethel.
Mrs. Cushman is rusticating meanwhile.
Mrs. Edward L. Parris and Master
Ex-Secretary Long arrived at his sumEdward came early last week to remain mer home Juno 3.
He seems to be enthrough the season.
joying the company of his old associates.
and
Mrs.
Dr.
and
Crocker
Mrs. H. E.
A Mr. Merritt and wife of Jay have
Aid rich, who have spent the winter in
lately visited Mrs. Merritt's aunt, Miss
Florida and Georgia, arrived here the Barrett, who is boarding with Mrs.
tirst of last week, and have opened their Elizabeth Waldron.
Miss Porter is
house for the summer.
Mrs. Dr. Heald and little Alice arrived
with them.
home from an extended visit to AntThe directors of the library associa- werp, Ν. Y., and Salem, Mass., the 3d
tiou are requested to bear in mind the inst. Mrs. Cressey accompanied them,
meeting to be holden Tuesday afternoon going to her old home at North Buckat 3 o'clock.
lield.
Wm. H. Dow, wife and daughter, of
There is a crew of Italians at work
Portland, are at the Hubbard House for grading for a siding below the depot.
is
business
Mr. Dow
a week's stay.
Thomas Stevens and family have remanager of the Evening Express.
turned to their old home from the
conin
been
have
links
The golf
put
islands. Thomas belonge to the charmed
dition, and are now all ready for play.
circle of twenty-eighters.
The Baptist Circle will have a meeting
Mrs. Wallace Tuttle, and Ellen, a
at the vestry Tuesday afternoon at 2
young daughter of I. W. Shaw, are ill.
All members of committees
o'clock.
C. M. Irish and G. M. Tilton caught
are particularly requested to be present, three bass at North Pond
Thursday.
that arrangements may be made for the
I)r. Wm. P. Bridgham and wife went
coming fair.
to attend the
to Hebron Wednesday
The season at The Beeches is well funeral of Alonzo Wood.
E.
opened. The guests are Miss Mary
GREENWOOD.
Austin, New Bedford; Mrs. J. Storer
Lots of planting this week, although
Cobb, Northampton; Miss Mary Ames,
Springfield; Miss Bennett, Norway; Miss somewhat hindered by the rain.
A thunder shower passed over TuesE. G. May, Mrs. L. G. French, Miss
Teresa Fay. Dr. and Mrs. Horace Pack- day afternoon, followed by a most beauard ami maid, Dr. Martha Mann, all of tiful rainbow. And Ellen Stone informs
Boston; and Mr. and Mrs. S. A. True, us that one day during her captivity,
Portland.
when it looked darker than ever, if posMrs. Almena Jane, wife of Ex-Gov- sible, in regard to her getting once more
ernor Sidney Perham, died last Thurs- out of the hands of the brigands, all at
day morning at their Washington home. once there appeared a charming rainher courage and
The end had been anticipated for some bow, which gave
Mr. Perham and family leave strengthened her faith that she would
time.
the
remains
Monday again be free.
Washington with
Nelson Springer, wife and little child,
morning, and exj>ect to arrive here
will be of West Bethel, visited at John Titus1
The
funeral
afternoon.
Tuesday
here at 2 P. m. Wednesday, and burial at recently.
While down here he and Mr.
Bryant's Pond Thursday. Kov. Mr. Van Titue called at the Bennett Place on
Shaick, their Washington pastor, will their way to examine a piece of woodaccompany them to attend the services. land near Overset Mountain.
D. O. Davis of Minnesota informs us
accompany them from New York. Mrs. by letter that the spring there has been
Perham, who was the daughter of unusually wot and cold, so that he was
Lazarus Hathaway, was a little less than nearly four weeks late with his planting.
>1 years of age, and she and Mr. Perham Fishing in the lake was uncommonly
had had nearly sixty years of married good, and a few days ago he caught so
life. Four of their children are living, many that they were distributed through
To those the neighborhood with a horse team.
two sous and two daughters.
who have known Mrs. Perham more 01 But Mr. Davis hasn't forgotten our
less intimately no eulogy is necessary. Maine apples during all these years, and
She was modest and unassuming, but wants to know what the present proshad much force of character, and was in pect is for a crop here this year.
The
every respect a thoroughly good woman, Κ·ν.Τ^νν.
wy
one of those whose price is above rubies. better than one year ago to-day; and if
he and his wife will come down here
next September, we should not be much
BRYANT POND.
afraid to prumise them all the apples
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Felt attended tb«
want to eat.
Sabbath School convention at Norway, they
And now we wish to thank several
and also took a trip to Mechanic Fallt
for as many papers recently reand Uumford Falls, returning home Sat persons
One was a Lewiston Evening
ceived.
urdav afternoon. Their daughter, Lew
and contained a marked article
Felt, returned home from West Polanc Journal,
entitled The Great Organ, and tells us
the same day.
all about how and where that huge
Archie Felt visited at home from Satand
He hat noisy instrument is manufactured
urday until Mnuday afternoon.
made ready to be heard, as when a lion
finished his labors at Uumford Falls ami
roareth.
Another was a Boston Globe,
has gone to Portland, where he has gol
and contained several old poems, among
a more lucrative position.
which were Mary of the Wild Moor,
Miss Helen Cusliman went to Hutu
Honest the Best Policy,
ford Falls Saturday afternoon to visit Perry's Victory,
and The Old Clock on the Stairs.
her sister, Mrs. John Welch.
Frank Brooks moved into his new
Freddie Hill is at home from Berlir
house on the Stephen Howe place last
Falls for a few days.
His older brother, Ernest,
Mr. and Mrs. Kilbon Perham and Mrs Monday.
who now lives at the crossing, so called,
Ffiie Peverley attended the Universalis!
in Woodstock, fell from a scaffold where
convention at Bethel Tuesday and Wed
he was pitching down hay, a distance ol
nesdav.
twelve feet, injuring him so that
Work is progressing on the Kinsmai nearly
he could not get into the house without
The workmen are now putcottage.
assistance.
ting on the inside finish.
We have not been sick with the canMrs. George Waterhouse is gaining ir
ker rash and scarlet fever, as stated last
health, and is able to be out some.
week by mistake, although in it for twe
Mrs. Abbie Dunham is convalescing
or three weeks- or at
least, that was
slowly.
what the doctors called the disease, but
Mr. and Mrs. Fred DeShon of Auburn
in a light form.
were guests at Frank M. Cole's recently
Rev. Henry Brown and wife went t«j
HEBRON
Norway Memorial Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Drew Thompson of AuW. G. Morton of Mechanic Falls wa.>
burn are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
in town Friday.
Dr. Donham.
Miss Essie Bowker came home lasl
Miss Hazel Donham has been at home
week Friday, and returned to her school
from Bates for a few days' visit.
Sunday night. Miss Essie and hei
Master Dwight Cushman caught a
mother went to Lewiston on a shopping
brook trout eight inches long one daj
she
was
home.
while
at
trip
last week. Pretty good for a six-yearMrs. Fitzroy Chase has been visiting
old boy.
at Alden Chase's.
M re. Luther Atwood of Auburn and
Dr. Bucknam has been visiting at
Mrs. Perry of West Minot were at Kev.
Ansel Dudley's.
S. D. Richardson's Tuesday.
Engineer Bowker spent the day at hii
A little child of Irvin Greenwood wa*
home recently.
buried Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cusliman and Mr
Considerable work is being done in
and Mrs. Dana Dudley, the proprietors
the cemetery this spring. Several lots
of Lake View Cottage, gave a general
have
been graded and a handsome double
invitation to everybody to visit theii
stone placed at the grave of A. W. Cushnew
cottage, which they have built man who
died in Boston last year. Mr.
recently on the shore of South Pond.
was a son of Maj. Albert
The cottage is situated in a beautiful Cushman
Cushman and was buried in the family
spot, and is large and commodious, con- lot hare.
sisting of sitting-room, diniug-room and
was
Memorial Day
fitly observed.
kitchen on the ground floor.
Upstairs Members of Dwinal
Post, Mechanic Falls,
there is a hall running the length of the
were present, and 13 graves decorated.
cottage, with two large sleeping room»
Exercises were also held in Grange Hall
on each side, which are nicely finished
the evening.
in
and furnished.
The cottage is nicely
Mr. Horatio Cushman is very low at
There is a
sheathed with hard wood.
There is a present writing.
piazza around two sides.
A. W. Currier is here this week taking
nice stable a short distance from the
pictures.
cottage, and a boat house. One hundred graduating
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trimback have a
of the

Monday

PARIS HILL.

··

and

·"

—·«·»«

thirty availed themselves

kind invitation, and all seemed to enjoy baby boy.
the day's outing. The amusements were
8ROWNFIELD.
fishing, boating, croquet and a picnic
Fred Stickney of this village after a
dinner which was greatly enjoyed—es- iilinrt illness of anuendicitis died Sundav
pecially the hot coffee with all the fix- of last week. He leaves a wife and two
ings, which were generously provided young children, a mother, sister and
After dinnei
by the camp proprietors.
brother to mourn his loss. They have
there were remarks by Mr. Leon Cush- the
sympathy of all.
Then all
man and Kev. Henry Brown.
Memorial Sunday was duly observed
hands sang America, which was fol- at the
1»
Congregational church. Th«
aivu*
.uio,
πιη c\i υ* suu^o wj
u,
services consisted of a memorial sermon
Mrs. Etta Robbing, Mrs. Annie Davis
by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Cameron.
and Mr. and Mrs. Quinby Perham. Tbe
On the forenoon of Memorial Day dethe
then
dispersed, thanking
company
tachments of the Grand Army decorated
owners for their kind invitation, and
the graves of soldiers in the outlying
hoping to be permitted to enjoy another districts. In the afternoon Kev. Mr.
Ned
Lake
View
next
at
cottage.
year
day
Albion of Maiden, Mass., delivered a
I. Swan was ou the grounds with ice
very interesting address in town hall.
cream, peanuts and fruit, which were
It is very sickly in town. Quite a
well patronized.
number of cases of pneumonia.
The community was much shocked by
Miss Lena Perkins is at home from
the sudden death of Mrs. Lulu Wing,
for a few days.
Conway
which occurred about 7 o'clock on WedSherman McDonald has moved onto the
nesday evening. Although not a very place he recently bought, the old Sands
robust person, Mrs. Wing seemed to be
farm.
in much better health this spring than
Mrs. S. X. Adams has had new potashe had for some time, and on Wednestoes this year that she raised in a flower
was
usual
in
her
health, performing
day
her household duties, and between tive pot.
and six o'clock making a few calls.
LOVELL.
After supper her husband went for ice,
Β. E. Brown and wife are at homo
and on returning found her senseless. from Portland, and are at the cottages
Dr. Clark was called immediately, but on the lake.
C. E. Fox and wife of
prononnced life extinct. The immedi- Fryeburg are there also.
ate cause of her death is supposed to be
Seth Hutchins has sold a horse, carMrs. Wing was riage and harness to Portland parties.
paralysis of the brain.
the daugher of William and Sarah Day,
Enoe Kimball of Stow, formerly of
who are both living. She also had two this town, is moving into the Briggs
a
She
leaves
Florence.
sisters, Alice and
house.
Mrs. Wing
husband and a little son.
The Congregational circle of the Cenwas a pleasant and agreeable lady, and tre was entertained at the home of Mrs.
had a large circle of friends, and will be J. B. Elliott Wednesday evening.
Funeral services
The body of Miss Xettie Perry of
greatly missed by all.
will be conducted by Rev, Gertrude Westbrook, daughter of Mrs. Solomon
Earle of Gorham, Ν. II., Saturday after- Elliott of this town, was brought here
noon.
Her age was 53
for burial Wednesday.
The memorial services passed off in an
yean».
Holmes'
Lawyer
Mr. W. A. Eastman of this town, who
agreeable manner.
address was enjoyed by all, especially has been in poor health for some time,
was taken to
the parts relating to the well-merited
grew rapidly worse, and
in Stow the 25th
praise of the old Pine Tree State.
the home of his
His wife,
Amos Bryant is quite sick. Dr. Yatee of May and died the 27th.
is attending him.
who has been insane for some years, is
Miss Genevieve Whitman is very sick cared for at the poor farm here, and his
with the measles.
children are with his mother's family in
»

1

11

ν «

family

DICKVALE.
The funeral services of Eva M. Child
occurred at Dickvale school house May
27.
Rev. M. Holman spoke worde of
comfort to the bereaved family.
What was apparently a woman tramp
passed through this place recently trying to borrow money and enquiring for
Dennis Wing.
The road commissioner is making his
mark la the highway.

Stow.

HANOVER.

Republican caucus held at HanMay 31st, the following delegates
β.

At a
over
were

C.
chosen: E. P. Smith, state;
Barker, district; W. S. Howe, county.
The pine lumber that grew so near
of
our village and owned by the estate
the Hon. R. Foster, of Waterville, has
been sold and is being cut and hauled to
Virgin's mill by Brown Brothers.

FRYEBURQ.

RURAL MAIL BOXES.
For those living along the Rural Free
Delivery routes the following clause
which became a law with the latest post
office appropriation act passed by congress. will be of much interest:
"Whoever shall horeafter willfully or
maliciously injure, tear down or dest roy
any letter box or other receptacle established by order of the postmaster-general or approved or designated by him
for the receipt or delivery of mail matter on any rural free delivery route, or
shall break open the same, or willfully
or maliciously injure, deface or destroy
any mail matter deposited therein, or
shall willfully take or steal such matter
from or out of such letter box, or other
receptacle, or shall willfully aid or assist
in any of the aforementioned offences,
shall for every such offence be punished
by a tine of not moro than $1,000, or by
who imprisonment for not more than three

DIXFIELD.

Will D. Ladd, who has been sick since
Bradley
A' N* Ρβββ'" 00 Friday' lait September, died at the home of bis
The
sister at Woodfords last week.
Mr. A. P. Lewi· arrived the same day, fnoeral was held here Wednesday, and
by the Odd Fellows.
having spent the winter in Washington. was conducted
Dr. Sturtevant and family have been
Rev. R. P. Mathews of Newcastle
at Haines Landing.
a
vacation
preached at the Congregational church taking
Rev. M. B. Townsend and family and
on Sunday, not as a candidate.
Miss Carrie McMillan of Minneapolis W. 6. Barlow, with his niece and sister,
is renewing her acquaintance with her have been at Weld for a few days'
outing.
friends in this, her native place.
Friday, June 6th, Jamie and Blandine
Miss Mary Fife of Somersworth, Ν. H.,
has been visiting her brother, S. W. Sturtevant went to Auburn where they
played the piano at a recital given by
Fife, Esq.
Mr. Charles Purinton of South Easton, their music teacher, Miss Harriette
Mass., was at A. H. Evans' over Sunday. Wing.
The high school was closed a few daye
Edward Woodman, Esq.. and wife, of
Portland, were at the Oxford for a few the first of the week, on account of the
illpess of the teachers.
days.
Mrs.vR. H. Turner of Portland is at
Mis· Minnie

within four miles of thia village now.
Sundav, the baccalaureate sermon was
preached by Rev. C. N. Gleason in the
Congregational churoh, from the text
"Knock and it shall be opened unto
you." The points made were very pracThe church was
tical and forceful.
decorated with potted plants and the
class colors. There was a large audience

present.

came

from Boe-

Dea. T. H. Chapman and wife and
Rev. C. N. Gleason attended the Congregational conference at Norway.
Mrs. Oliver Mason is entertaining her
father, who lives in Vermont, and notwithstanding his Θ1 years seems strong
mentally and physically and is always a Mr. Wm. Gordon's.
The street car began its trips on Monwelcome guest in Bethel.
Dr. Gardiner Sturdivant attended the day.
Mrs. Hale Jacobs of Maiden was in
Medical Association in Portland Wedtown for three days, coming to attend
nesday.
Thursday, the graduating exercises of the anniversary of Rev. Β. N. Stone's
Gould Academy took place in Odeon marriage, and the beginning of his
Swedenborgian ministry.
Ilall with the following program:
Miss Molly Gordon went to Roxbury,
Music.
Invocation.
Mass., on Monday, to attend the church
Mule.
wedding of her cousin, Will Gordon and
Salutatory—Stepping Stones,
She spent
Miss Mooar of Roxbury.
Jerome* rane Holmes
Russell.
Lane
*Maud
Wonls.
Wednesday night at Miss Barrows' with
Burled Treasures,
Angle Maud Abbott Miss Lena Emerson, who came home
'Arthur Laban Watson.
Alfred the Great,
with her on Thursday.
Λ Century of Progress,
Gotthanl Wlihelm Carlson.
Mr. Cotton of Conway Centre has
Music.
been removing the machinery from his
«Emma Phllena Morse.
«mall Beginning·,
*Fenwick Linear Holmes piano factory in that place to the chair
Value of Heading,
Is The College Girl Practical?
factory here.
Grace Maude Chapman.
Two games of base ball have been
Ella Mildred Tuell.
Origin of Thanksgiving,
played on the academy grounds—on SatClass Oration—Plus Ultra,
Guy Burnbam Barker. urday between the Fryeburgs and BridgMusic
tone, and on Wednesday with the North
Music In the Home,
in favor of
*Mlnnle Mayberry Godwin. Conway club, both resulting
Bessie Edwards Andrews. the Fryeburgs.
Class History,
Alton Klcliardson.
Class Prophecy,
is to reMr.
that
Willard
The report
Gilbert Woodeome Tuell.
Class Will,
main another year in the academy is givMusic.
Everett Dana Brown. ing great satisfaction to the friends and
Presentation of Gifts,
Carrie Mae Wight
Valedictory,
patrons of the school. The baccalaureate
M u«lc.
sermon is to be given on June l.r,th by
< onferrlng of Diplomas.
Mr. Libby of Andover Seminary, whose
singing Class Ode.
Benediction.
supply of the Congregational pulpit was
♦Excused.
so much enjoyed by the congregation.
The diplomas were given by Principal
Hanscom in most fitting words of adThe appended excerpt from an editorial
vice. The claseode was written by Miss
article of some two-thirds of a column
Tuell.
Payne & Plummer's Orchestra in
length which appeared in the New
furnished most delightful music. The
ork Times of last Wednesday, May 28,
parts were all well taken and showed was read with breathless interest by
commendable effort upon part of both
Not till the
the people of this town.
teachers and pupils, and the class of
of this article by the Times
11(02 will go out from old Gould with the publication
were people here aware of the fact that
good wishes of all who rejoice to see the
were living on the site of what was
they
well
equipped. onco a
young enter active service
jumping volcano, and it goes
with
decorated
The stage was prettily
without saying that the knowledge imcolors—blue
potted plants and the class
the Times article, coming, as
and white—while the motto, "Plus parted by
it did, so soon after the destruction of
in
feature
a
was
prominent
Ultra,"
the city of St. Pierre by the eruption of
decoration. The banners of each class
a volcano, has caused no little apprealso hung upou the wall. In the evenhension, not to say consternation to
ing, again the public manifested its
prevail here lest the same awful fate
loyalty to the school by filling the hall
be impending over Frveburg as
with an appreciative audience to listen may
St. Pierre. It will be noticed
latelybefell
the
Mendelssohn
to the concert given by
from the extract from the Times that
Quartette of Portland with Miss Agnen the fact that this town is on the site of
Safford reader. The concert was up to

H RAM.

Rev. H. H. Hoyt and family,
have been in the West some two years,
have returned to their home in East
Biram. He will preach in the Universalis! pulpit the present year Our people without reference to creeds or conditions gave them a reception and most
cordial greeting at Pythian Hall on

Thursday evening.

Messrs. Reuben S. and Berbert Moulton will rebuild where their barn was
burned, instead of removing to another

locality.

Llewellyn A. Wadsworth attended
Probate Court at Fryeburg on Tuesday.

Mrs. Aaron McLucas is very ill.
Mrs. Royal McLucas is sick.
Charles L. Wilson, Floyd Burnell,

Owen Dow and Walter Burnell attend
Fryeburg Academy going and returning
daily on the railroad.
Mr. Charles B. Davis is again about

town, much improved in health. His
wife is now sick.
Elwyn demons, of Jackson, Ν. II.,
was in town this week.
WILSON'S MILLS.
Sunday School organized May 25 with
Mrs. S. S. Bennett Superintendent and
Mrs. D. 0. Bennett Asst. Superintendent,
also Secretary and Treasurer.
H. W. Poor, President of the Parmacheenee Club, passed through here Sunday last en route for Camp Caribou.
John Olson guide.
Rev. Chas. Whittier of Bangor left
Monday morning for home. It was decided to commence building the chapel

the lumber was ready.
The heavy rains of the past week have
made the roads very bad. Road Agent
H. G. Bennett has
we

begun

shape.
The Chauncey party
cheenee Saturday.

in better

soon

be

went to Parma-

PERU
Born, May 20, to the

Luce,

work on the

presume they will

wife of C. S.

a son.

Mrs. Eunice Poland is sick at her son's,
Clinton Poland's.
Charles Green of Portland is visiting
at E. C. Poland's.

Rev. Manley Townsend of Dix field
what
jumping volcano is not
the standard the students always favoi
the only new information contained in preached a memorial sermon at the
commencement.
Bethel with during
of
the extract, but that it also tells of "a Baptist meeting house on the 2r>th
The reception Friday evening tendered
He holds meetings here every two
stone hatchet handed down for genera- May.
a
was
class
senior
the
very pleasant tions in the tribe of
by
Paugus, the celo- weeks.
close to the successful exercises of the
Columbus Oldham was carried to
Indian chief." This discovery
week.
b?ted
an
which the Times, so many generations Lewiston to the hospital to have
after the tribe of Paugus" became ex- operation performed for a rupture which
BYRON.
hatchet is could not be replaced.
Ν'. B. Jackson is here again gold min tinct, has made of this stone
The farmers have just finished plantalmost as wonderful as the discovery
it
successful
has
been
lie
ing.
quite
after the death ing their corn. The ground has been so
which,
seventy-four
years
some
him
seasons.
O.
Reed
A.
paid
past
before.
could not
was once a

made wet they

plant

for gold last year.
Mr. C. Beals from Auburn is also min
ing with a party of four or five on the
East Branch. He has taken considerabh
gold from his claim here.
E. Poland is back again hauling bird
to the siding at Gum Corner for Swaii
Λ Reed.
The fruit trees are full of blossoms.
Miss Gertrude Learned of Andovcr ii
teaching at West End. She boards ai
Samuel Easter's.
John Huston is at work for Ernest

Lowell's Fight,
by Elijah Kussoll that Paugus

John Grover of Waterford is at worl
for Roy Thomas.
The track of the extension of the railroad from Bemis to Hainee Landing ii
being laid.

the \ ouncer. There is conclusive historSwan's last week.
ical evidence that early in the fifteenth
MAINE NEWS NOTES.
century thie volcano was situated in Fryeburg, Me. This fact was established by
accurate drawings of it sketched upon a
The South Berwick Congregational
stone hatchet handed down for generations in the tribe of Paugus, the celebrat- church celebrated its two hundredth aned Indian chief. As is well known, Omo- niversary last week.
pete has two great horns springing up
One hundred and fifty quarrymen are
from its slopes, giving it from a distance
on strike at Stonington for an eightthe appearance of a gigantic aurochs.
hour day with nine hours' pay.
This peculiarity is faithfully sketched
All honor to the little
7-year-old
upon the Paugus hatchet. There is no
other horned volcano on the globe.
daughter of A. D. McKinnon of Fort
Fairfield, who rescued her 4-year-old
NEWRY.
brother from drowning. The local paper
Dennis Kilgore had quite a severe ac- doesn't even give her name but she is a
cident befall him recently. In unloading true heroine.
baggage at Poplar tavern, lie fell
Richard McCluskey, a man well known
violently on the stone steps, beneath a
along the water front in Portland, who
his back

was

was

slain

EAST BETHEL.
"Some love December'· Icy touch,
And some the flowery path of May ;
Yet nantit for me can ever be

course of that
m a duel which in the
famous battle he fought with John
The extract from the
Chamberlain.
article in the Times is as follows:

It will be noted that this law make.·*
very clear the distinction between a
letter box established or designated or
approved by the postmaster-general, and
any reccptacle which a patron of the
mails chooses to set up on his premises.
The approved box becomes a United
States mail-box from the moment the
postmaster-general puts his seal upon it.
The thief who robs it, or the mischiefmaker who breaks it, or the sportsman
who wantonly makes a target of it, commits thereby an offence against the
United States government, and makes
himself amenable to federal law, enforced by federal judges and juries ami
The robber or dedistrict attorneys.
stroyer of one of the soap or salt box
letter receptacles set up by rural residents for the receipt of their mall, without authority from the government, is
answerable only to the state authorities,
like any violator of the peace or of social
good order. To shoot at such a box
exposed by the side of the road is probably, in most states, no more serious
crime than breaking a fence-rail, or damaging a tree; the nearest justice of the
peace would have jurisdiction of such a
case, afino of $5 or $10 at the utmost
would be imposed: and in most cases, if
the wrong doing were only thoughtless,
the culprit would get off with a good
scolding on his promise to do better in
future.
HERE AND THERE.
Say* an Λ ndovcr correspond· nt: "The weather
t« so changeable that farmer» arc about discouraged. Yesterday we wore our straw hat», to-day
Th re Is a
thi hills are covered with snow."
suspicion that the reason why he did not wear a
straw hat on the day he wrote was that h» was
using it to talk through.—Kenncliec Journal.
No, Brother Journal, you didn't get
on the Democrat's correspondent
one
that time. The day the above paragraph
hills of all iiorthcrn
was written the
Oxford were covered with snow, while
just preceding that there had been a
few days of oppressively hot weather.
It was a typical Mark Twain week.

There is real peace in South Africa at
last, and there is great rejoicing in Kngland, which country lias paid "the
price that staggers humanity." The

terms of peace show that the Boers—
what there are left of them—have got
about all that they can ask for, except
that dearest thing on earth, an independent national existence. It is well
that the conquering people should be
generous to a defeated foe, as generosity
is reckoned in the domain of might.
Such action is getting fashionable nowadays, and our own country has set the

example.

day."
perfect ae a
BEAD IT IN niS NEWSPAPER.
Eugene Bean visited Berlin and Milan,
OMOTEfE.
last
week.
Ν. II.,
George Schaub, a well known German
The route through Lake Nicaragua p&abca dl.
attended
from
this
number
A
a
volcano
shadow
of
under
the
place
ν
recti
citizen of Now Lebanon, Ohio, is a conOmopete.
••arable of «loin* for that region, wlihoutpre Gould Academy graduating exercises stant reader of the Dayton Volkszeitung.
vloue advertisement of Intention», all that i/ont
last Thursday.
He knows that this paper aims to adverI elee has done In Martinique.—From The Sun.
Mrs. G. W. Tracy and Oscar Tracy tise
only the best in its columns, and
That is not the worst of it. Omopete went on a
carriage drive to Harrison when he saw Chamberlain's Pain Balm
is what is known as a jumping volcano,
last week.
advertised therein for lame back, he did
the vulcanus saltans horribilis of Pliny
Mr. DeCoster from Paris was at J. II.
for

Knapp.

NORTH PARIS.
R. T. Flavin has gone to Portland t(
work at his trade.
Leroy Abbott went to Boston to visi
his sister and see the sights on Decora
tion Day.
The wire is being strung on the lin<
from the Tuell District to West Paris.
Mrs. Hammond has shut up her hous<
and gone away to work.
David Graves and wife have arrived ai
Mr
their cottage for the summer.
Graves' health is not good.

June time

So

Walter Bakers

I hive

BREAKFA8T

hesitate in buying a bottle of it
his wife, who for eight weeks had suffered with the most terrible pains in her
He says:
back and could get no relief.
"After using the Pain Balm for a few
Ί
to
feel as
me,
days my wife said
though born anew,' and before using the
entire contents of the bottle the unbearable pains had entirely vanished and she
could again take up her household
duties." Ile is very thankfnl and hopes
that all suffering likewise will hear of
This valuable
her wonderful recovery.
liniment is for sale by Shurtlcff A Co.,
E. P. Pariln, South Paris; Stevens,
not

a

Pianos and

large

stock of

new

Organs, and have
in recond
trades
nice
some
ha~d instruments.

GOGOA

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano,
octave, almost new,
for §185.

caae,

One walnut ca«e Poole piano, almost
new, for $900, worth $2?>0.
One second hand Ivers A Pond piano,
walnut case, for $450, worth $300,

years."

as soon as

roads and

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

I have

a

nice oak case organ at Rum-

ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell
great trade.

at a

One second hand Kstey organ at South
almost new, for $.14.

Paris,

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for 84·)
One second hand I)yer & Hughes, mx
been hurt,

octave, walnut case, never
that cost $12.r>, for φβ5.

One second hand square piano, a nice
for 9115, worth $140.

one,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Loss than One Cant a Cap |

BLOCK,

BILr/N(iH

South Pari*.

Maine.

Awards In

Thirty-Eight Highest

Europe and America.

Walter Baker & Co

Established 1780

Wheeler,

W. J.

(

W. H. Winchester,

Limited

ΟΟΠΜοΓ, MaSS.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

ASSI AL nKETIXG

COMPANY,

PARIS HILL WATER

I'arls. Maine, May 21, l'Jfti.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Paris IIH1 Water Company for the election of
officers and the transaction of any other business
fat may properly come before said meeting
will be hel<l at the Hubbard House, I'arls, Me.,,
on Saturday, June 14, 1U0Î, at > o'clock r. m.
U. II. HKALI), Clerk.
PItOBATK SOTICKS.
To all persons Interested In either of the cetatee
hereinafter name<l
At a Probate Court held at Fryeburg. In
and for the County of Oxford, on the 1st Tuesday
of June, In the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and two, the following matter having
heen presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it In hereby Okdkkkd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interented, by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
I'arls, In said County, tnat they may api>ear at a
i'robate Court to be held at I'arls, on the
third Tuesday of July, A. D. 1902, at nine of the
■;lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If

'.hey see cause :
ENOCH M. TREADWELL, late of Hiram,
deceased; wld and cordlcll thereto, ami petition
for probate thereof presented by -lerusha C.
Treadwell, the executrix therein named.

ZILPHA MCDONALD, late of Brown field,
deceased. Final account presented for allowance, also petition for distribution of balance
remaining In hi* hands presented by Francis A.
Fox, administrator.
ADDISON E. IIERRICK, Judge of said Court.
copv—Attest:
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

\ true

ι

Records, Blanks, Horns,

Supplies.

Ν. H,

Berlin,
Catalogues

sent on

PAUCDiO 5,

Unintllnu
W.

and

photographic
SUPPLIES !

u

P.

application.

J1AYIT1,

j:j Tlrtin St., South

Pari·., Πκ.

M.ttt «Mon. nronmtlr HIV·'

STORES.

BLUE

Straw Hat Season is here

So are the Hats at our Stores. The shapes are Fedoras,
Panamas, Sailors, Turbans, Curled brims and still" brims,
The new
Clean and well made.
double brims, etc.
await your attention here. 25 cts. to $2.00.
Crash and Duck Hats, 25 and 50 cents.
The real Filipino Ilat, 25 cents.

styles

Straw Hats for the children.

White Duck and Flannel Tams for

The

Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.

new

styles

await your attention.

We sell the

Walter Wiley, Camden's well-known
ball player and juggler, broke a world's
record a few days ago by catching a
baseball thrown from a bank above the
Burgess quarry to the bottom, a distance
Several years ago
of about 3:10 feet.
somebody caught a ball thrown from the
l-r.r» «if lin η lr or IΤ i 11 monument ·.>·_><) font.
but Wiley has beaten him by a hundred
feet. The ball was thrown by a Rockland boy in the presence of a number of
witnesses. Wiley caught tlio ball all
right but the awful velocity of the ball
threw him off his feet and almost
paralyzed his hands temporarily.

right

boys

and

girU.

kinds of SHIRT WAISTS and

FANCY LAUNDERED SHIRTS.

heavy trunk, injuring
severely.
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR OUTING SUITS?
It will be long before he fully recovers.
A large number of people from this was instantly killed shortly after midline.
town attended the graduation exercises night Wednesday morning by falling
A. D. Littlehale is at work for Georgi
on the side piazza of the
at Bethel Thursday. Miss Carrie Mae, over the railing
nov
are
Hammond for a while.
They
of W. B. Wight, North Newry, house into the side yard, a distance of
at work on Prentiss Crockett's buildingi daughter
and Everett, son of John Brown, of Sun- about ten feet.
NORWAY.
SOUTH PARIS,
ou High Street.
day River, were among the graduates.
Tristram Hooper, Jr., aged about 65, a
Mrs. Nellie Littlehale is visiting hei
J. S. Allen, who has been poorly all well-known and highly respected farmer
I
daughter, Mrs. Hosie Swan on Elm Hill the spring, has not been able to work of Biddeford, committed suicide by
Farmers are mostly through with theii
for some time. Dr. Twaddle of Bethel hanging, early Monday morning. For
planting, and have already commencec is attending him.
several days he bad been acting strangehoeing.
Miss Lena Bailey, of the Corner, is
ly and was probably temporarily insane
HOW TO AVOID TROUBLE.
EAST HEBRON.
working for Mrs. Al Brooks of Grafton. when he took his life. Worry about
is
a
few
Miss
Olive
Powers
Now is the time to provide yourself
spending
financial affairs κ assigned as the cause
Alonzo Wood, an aged and respectec
Mrs.
Edgar for his unbalanced mind. A widow, a and family with a bottle of ChamberWhat is more dainty and cool for these hot days
citizen passed away June 2d, and wai weeks with her sister,
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Reineon and a daughter survive him.
His wife and tw< Cooledge, of Upton.
interred the 4th.
than pretty Muslin Waists and Dresses? Of course
be
needed
Rev.
Mr.
Graham
to
almost
certain
is
It
Wednesday evening,
edy.
Mr. Wood hai
children survive him.
Joseph M. Goodwin, 58 years of age, a before the summer is over, and if prowith
you will want one or two more this summer, for no
been failing for many months in healtl of Rumford delivered a lecture
citizen of North BerBe sure to see our line of
respected
one ever has too many.
highly
at
It
views
Corner.
now may save you a trip to town
cured
Newry
stereopticon
was
a
firm
Universalisi
and mind. He
wick, was run over Sunday evening, the in the night or in your busiest season. It
was very interesting.
Muslins and White goods before buying. We have a
and Democrat.
1st inst., sustaining injuries from which is
everywhere admitted to be the most
better line than ever before.
Mrs. M. M. Woodward of West Au
he died later. Mr. Goodwin attempted successful medicine in use for bowel
OXFORD.
burn passed the 4th with Mrs. T. L
PLAIN DOTTED MUSLIN, in black, white and colors,
The usual memorial exercises were to step from a moving train at North complaints, both for children and adults.
Rogers.
observed by T. A. Roberts Post, with Berwick, but missing his footing went No family can afford to be without it
only 12 1-2 eta.
The showers have prevented some
music by the band. Dinner was served under the wheels. Both legs were terri- For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. ParFIGURED MUSLINS, white Dimity and Organdie,
from planting corn, and have brough'
mangled and he also 'sustained a lin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
12 1-2 eta.
by the W. R. C. at the vestry. Mr. bly
up the com up that was already planted
fracture of the skull. He was taken to
the
adof
Rumford
Falls
Dunton
gave
Store,
Norway.
Noyés' Drug
MERCERIZED MUSLIN in black, white and colors,
Everything that has come up is verj
the afternoon at the M. E. the hospital in Portland, but died as he
dark bright green, as if intending tt dress in
laco stripe, very pretty, 25 cts.
church. Music by the male quartette was being carried up stairs.
The sale of an extensive water power
grow.
FINE WHITE MUSLIN, 50 in. wide, in three qualities,
Miss
Charles Priest of Winn was brought at Bonny Eagle was recorded Wednesday
Kev. L. D. Tibbetts not only hai [ and recitation, "Talking Flags," by
42, 50, 00 cts.
Blanche Lord.
The purchase was made by
to receive at Portland.
on
to
bui
morning
at
Small
Monday
of
the
church
Bangor
Point,
charge
Also WHITE NAINSOOK, DUCK, PIQUE, SILK
Some boys threw a match into a pile of
of that at Fort Popham.
surgical treatment for a bullet wound George D. James of Boston, and Charles
in Mr. Wallace Andrews' new which he received on Sunday through E. Locke of New York, from EugeneS.
GINGIIAMS, LACE STRIPE MUSLIN, and others.
Mr. E. Lane is repairing his buildings shavings
I'rices right.
barn. Mr. Gray noticed the smoke and a
sportsman's carelessness. The Burgeons Whitney and Albert Merrill, both of
by new shingling his roof.
an immediate alarm and the fire
for the bullet and located it in Manchester, Ν. II. The price paid was
Don't forget to seo our White Shirt Waists. Several
Mr. Farris intends to take down th< gave
probed
was extinguished without much damage. his chest but did not remove it.
He was $04,500. The deed covers the water
new styles since last week.
N\ II. Merrill house this fall and rebuild
was
funeral
mill
Bartlett
and
Mr.
mill
on
coudition
Kavanaugh's
property
said to be in a comfortable
power, dams,
and then make his home there for him
held at the home of his eon, Rev. Mr.
self and family.
Monday afternoon and no serious results privileges and considerable land on both
Callahan
sides of the Saco
Ilollis
the
Standish
and
out
was
Priest
officiating.
walking
are expected.
Mrs. Altie Wiley from Vinalhaver
During the thunder shower of Tues- in the fields, Sunday afternoon, in com- River at Bonny Eagle. It is understood
left for her home in that place the 7th
Kmatern Telephone Connection.
the electric fluid entered the
will utilize the water
pany with his small son. While stroll- that the purchasers
having passed four weeks with her rel day evening
She drug store of Geo. Jones, giving a slight ing about, picking early blossoms, Priest power in some sort of manufacturing
atives and friends in this vicinity.
was
a
to
who
shock
Denie Lesen
making stooped over, presumably to pluck a industry.
received a warm greeting from all.
at the time.
Mr. Ryereon and daughter Fronia hav< purchase
flower, when a riflo ball came whizzing
to attend
Rev.
Mr.
was
called
My little son had an attack of whoopthrough the air. It struck Priest in the
got their goods all arranged for moving the funeral Newport
of
of
Mr.
Rounds,
nephew
neck and passed down through his body, ing cough and was threatened with
One family has moved into the house
the late Dr. Rounds, at Marston's Mills.
The man is cutting off the timber, oi
lodging in the chest. It was at first pneumonia; but for Chamberlain'sa
He died at Rumford Falls and leaves a
that he had been mistaken for Cough Remedy we would have had
has already commenced on it.
supposed
wife and one small child.
It also saved him
a deer, but later report says the hunter serious time of it.
June weather will make you want a light weight carriage
The funeral of the little child of took him for a
SUMNER.
from several severe attacks of croup.—
hedgehog.
robe and Hy net. I have just got in a large line of both atnl
editor WorldH. J. Stkickkadkn,
Wilson Hammond and family have Arthur and Flora Verrill was held SaturBurglars blew open the safe in the Herald, Fair Haven, Washington. For
day, Rev. Mr. Ericson officiating.
gone to Carthage on a visit.
can save you money if you will call and see my line before
poet office at Lubec Wednesday morn- sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin,
Miss Georgia Irish of Massachusetts if
in stamps and
with
9500
and
ing
escaped
NORTH STONEHAM.
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyés
visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs,
you buy.
in money, after an exciting street
Hiram Buck.
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SMILEY

NORWAY,

"CASTOR! A

Sepia and Oil specialty.

MAINE.

s'gTre

HuKind Ton Han Alwajs Bought

INUW

Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

STORE,

SHOE

Summer Dress Goods

L. M. TUFTS,

Underwear

Suits, Fans, Gloves, Hosiery
found

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,
PARIS,

BLOCK,

Straw Hats!

Have We Got Them?

had

Well, I shou'd
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TINWARE !
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$LOO.

Something New.

experienced

produced.

j

goods

yourself

Headache

Eyeache

people |

SaÎutatory,

TYCOON HATS

Blurring of the Print

by

Philippine neighbors.

J. F. PLU M MER,

J. K. CHASE,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

31 Market Square,

Telephone 106-3.
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Samuel Richards,
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Books.
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Dlnirlev" and

BOSTON

▲ literary friend, having Invited me
to spend a day with him, took great
pleaeuré In showing me a shelf of
ttooks which he informed me were the
work· of modern authors and poets.
are better then
The titles were plain enough, but the
sura
smooth
ake
α
work
easy,
They
names of the authors were rather puzface, and any one can apply them to
Here are some of them: 1. Seat
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, pan- zling.
Many of the affections. 2. The whitethorn.
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is non- 3. A plot of ground. 4. A walking «tick.
beautiful tints.
absurbent and can be kept bright and 5. Cooper's tools. 6. The darkest color.
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
T. Enduring fatigue. 8. Anticipation.
10. Near. 11. A marsh. 12.
Dont pay fancy prices when your dealer will 9. Two.
the
at
furnish you "Sataunia Interior Enamel·"
Pale and lean. 13. To hinder. 14. To
same price a» ordinary paint.
16.
15. A slovenly woman.
Κ UK Κ Color card and our booklet, "Howl to guard.
Ke furnish the Home Without Buying New FurMuddy.
niture."

Made

by

Heath &

eletcsnt

β learner·,

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

"Bay State" alternately
Franklin Wharf. Portland, ami Imita Wharf,
Boston. a» 7.00 Ρ M dally, Sundays excepted.

These steamer» meet every demand of modern
service In safety, speed, comfort and
luxury of traveling.
Through ticket» for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. V. LISCOM B, General Manager.
T. M. Bartlett. A«ent.

steamship

Nasal

I

(Quadruped.)

bag?"

In the ear." (Insect.)
2. "A
in the rug." (In3. "As snug aa a
sect)
In the manger." (Quad4. "A
—

MAINE-

ruped.)

The black

5.

Clean*-· and bMttita Ik· ha
Promotes a luitmant growth.
Never MU to Haator· Orayl
1
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cuit» (calp d.mm * hair tailiaç.

family."

of the

—

(Quadruped.)

PARKER'S
BALSAM

HAIR

6. A certain tree.
(Any anecdote
which has been oft told.)
In a teapot." (A storm.)
7. "A
Ho. ISO.—Bit* of Boa.

[Dickens overdrawn.]

Kodol
Dyspepsia
Digests

out of the

L Who "let the

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

«ΟΙΤΗ PARIS.

"Gov.
leave

Mo. 149*—Xataral Poattloa*.

Chicago.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar
Muralo, Art,
Varnish,
Masurv's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,

MERS

ami

Ho. 148*—Author*.

paint.
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dn·· more·.
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Piano Stools,

Instruction
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Organs,

Pianos and
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This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
In all its stages there Mu~
food. It gives instant relief and never
cleaii..uess.
be
should
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
Ely's Cream Balm
the food you want. The most sensitive
clean «ee,en« the· and licals
st< ruachs can take it. By its use many
BK-tnbru.c.
the diseased
thousands of dyspeptics have been
It cares catarrh an 1(1: ce
cured after everything else failed. Is
«way a cold ία ώΰ bead
unequalled for the stomach. Childquickly.
ren with weak stomachs thrive on it.
I'ream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spread»
First
dose relietee. Δ diet unnecessary.
imBslitf
is
absorbed.
is
ai.d

over

Cures all stomach troubles

f0J ONE DOLLAR
a

Set of

The New Werner Edition

* ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
IN

What two characters from Dlckene
do the pictures represent?

1.

No. 151.—In a Garden.
Here in a garden, set In rows,
la something that grows best oa tous.

1 And close ulongslde. nicely set.
Are letters of the alphabet.
1 One Is a single number, true.
But every one of these are two.

30 Superb Octavo Volumes.

i

secret's told to you.
Here'· something that It's mean to do.

And. If

a

5. We're cannibals,
For here'· a wise

as

I'm

man

a

sinner,

cooked for din-

ner.

1 Anil where those crimson berrlea glcum
We find the waters of a stream.
7.

Away with care and melancholy:
Here'· something always nice and Jolly
No.

152.—Diamond.

1. A letter. 2. A gardener's tool. 3.
A cape. 4. Ultimate object 5. A letter.
No. 153.—Square

Word·.

I.—1. Free from blemish. 2. A piece
of land containing 100 square rods. 3.
The most common and useful of the
metals. 4. Turn asunder.
II.—1. A spirit. 2. From this place,
4.
3. A vegetable.
time or ^ause.

Twenty. 5. Doctrine.

184.—Geographical Anagram·.
1 Lone tram—A city in Canada situated on a beautiful island in the river
Ifo.

St. Lawrence.
2. My eeer—A river in the north of

England.

3. Rod fox—A city in England.
4. Me ro—A city in Italy.
8. In her—A river in Germany.
The Old Oak Tree.

Said the old Oak Tree to the Noisy Dog,
"Be still; It will do you good."
And the Noisy Dog replied. "If I had
A bark like yours, I would."
Key to the Puaaler.
No. 140.—Beheadmeuts: 1. N-ode. 2.
R-ally. 3. N-ear. 4. R-eel.
2
No. 141.—An Aviary: 1. Robin.
Pigeon. 3. Grebe. 4. Martin. 5. Swift
0. Swallow. 7. Swan. 8. Raven.

PRICES AND TERMS:
CLOTH, $45.00 (formerly $64.50), $1.00 down and $3.00
per month thereafter.

HALF MOROCCO, $60.00 (formerly $94.50), $2.00 down
and $4.00 per month thereafter.
SHEEP, $75.00 (formerly $98.50), $3.00 down and $5.00 per
month thereafter.
particulars
& CO., South
A.
SHURTLEFF
F.
call

For further

on or

addi

Να 142.—Quite a Spell: II. CC, JJ,
TT. D KK. BB, UU. GG, X QQ. PP,

00.

143.—Subtraction: 1. Pro-ml-se
prose. 2. De-liv-er, deer.
No. 144.—Charade: Air-shaft.
No. 145.—An Octagon:
No.
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Parle, Me.
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L

A

I

Ο

L

Y

Ν
A

I
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VIVIAN

W.

Jeweler and Graduate
Lowest Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

Optician.

County.

NORWAY,

Things promised
TO

MAINE.

SIKE

DAM

—

—

33,697

Η Ε in. Λ Τ LA. W. 14-.035. Pacing record, 2.05X; trotting record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.oS,V ; Jack l)., 2.I1JÎ ; Scapegoat, 2.11.W ;
2.12.
Equity, 2.12%; Elsinora, 2.12^ ; Keed Bird, 2.14.^; and S others.

FLOttE^CE CHIMES' was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
(dam of Peerless Chimes. 2.iS^). The nest dam was a daughter of
Golddust, that also produced Black Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17X,
and Justma, 2.20) and others.

CHIMES,

5.348. sire of fifiv-eight, including Rorence Chimes; Fantasy,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.08V ! Merry Chimes, 2.o$V ; and
Ed Easton, 2.09^.
His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the
Manor, 2.04^ ; and Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a fee of $25.
For

[

particulars,

address

EMORY H. MASON, Supt.

D

South Pétris. Me.

are

things

CURE A COLD IN

due.

ONE

DAY

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
F. A. Shurtleff &
25c.
on each box.
Co.

|

p^c

SBrt

straSoM,

Some Reasons
Why

waist under pressure for about half an
hour before ironing.
Wash silk waists should be washed as
the colored shirt waists.
Before they
are wholly dry, iron on the wrong side.
A little gum arabic water will give the
waist a slight stiffness, if desired.
Many find flannel waists hard to do
For these Miss McPherson fills a tub
full with warm (90 F.) soapy water, to
which have been added two tablespoonfuls of borax.
Wash the waist up and
down in the water with as little
as possible, she says, as this mats the
libre.
Never rub soap directly on flanRinse well in two or three waters
nel
of the same temperature as the first,
adding to the last water one tablespoonThis helps to keep
ful of glycerine.
Loosen the tension of
the wool soft.
the wrin"er, put the waist through, and
WI,8n r«dy to
mart, dry.
iron place a slightly dampened cheesecloth over the flannel on the right side,
•ind press with a moderately hot iron.
In removing the cheesecloth, the fibres
clin<* to it and are drawn up, giving the
flannel a soft finish much like the new

robing

£„g until

material.—Boston Advertiser.

and

Keeps-ou t

A heavy

water.

bodied oil.

Harness

Year*
Dm Kind Toe Bar· Ahrayi

Oil

|s sold in all
Localities

very

capricious

on a

sultry

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quicklv, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to cure.
Try them. 25 cents. For sale by

Dudley,

Whenever it is possible, let the meal
be served out-of-doors, on a piazza, or
with dining room windows wide open
and some fresh ferns or flowers near
the table.
Then by all means drop from the
for however
menu the grosser meats,
suitable these were in December, they
are out of place in June.
Fruit, cereal
with cream, eggs and muffins are enough
to sustain any one through a summer
When eggs pall, as they will
forenoon.
occasionally, a relish of ham, bacon,
salt fish or herring may be substituted.
A fish souttie can be made from a
foundation of chopped fish and potato,
or from the fish mixed with mashed pothick cream sauce,
tato, or with a
or with a paste of bread-crumbs and
Which ever foundation is used,
milk.
combine with each cup of the mixture
one egg, yolk and white beaten separately. That is, for three cups of
creamed fish well seasoned take three
eggs, beat the yolks thoroughly and mix
with the fish, then beat the whites stiff
and fold into the mixture as eggs are
folded into sponge cake. Bake in rather
a moderate oven until puffy and brown,
It may be
but do not let it get too dry.
baked in one dish, but can be done more
delicate
more
rather
quickly ard is
cooked in individual portions in scallop
shells, paper cases, or ramekins.
A generous saucer of berries, some
good muftins, and a glass of milk, or a
cup of cotfee is a combination that
would satisfy many persons at breakfast
time better than chops or steak, fried
potatoes and griddle cakes, and leave
them in better condition for work.
MUSU MUFFINS.

Obllfflnit Husband.
"Why do you offer such a large reward for the return of that ugly dog?"
"To please my wife."
"But Such a reward Is sure to bring
An

him back."
"No, it won't.

Francisco Chronicle.

"Your husband," said the canvasser
for the City Directory, "is a blacksmith,
according to last year's book. That's
correct, is it not? "Not exactly," chimed the haughty Miss Anvil, before her
mother could answer. "You will please

«ffMatar· i»

Laxative

tie

ou

Many children who are troubled
with iiidiKintiuii, cour stomach,
griping («tins above tlie navel,
convulsion* anil uiiular symptom* of \vorni*,aru ill an y times
treab-d for otlier diseases. The
one remedy tlial will relieve
^ them 1* 1 rue'» 1'ln Worm
Kiltie. Ill* tlie Imt remedyin tlie world for worm*.
It il uiie<|iialled ana tonic
and restorative of vital
tiiertry· Kor to year* tlie
si.in<lard lioiiN'liold rimed y for elilldren. AI«olutely lianuleM. filrf 1/ to
theehildrrnlnoii'inl agaiMt
Sold by all droit·
terms.
gUts, sic·. Send for booklet.
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO..
Auburn, Mt.

«ere* η

"Advice," said Uncle Eben, "is like
mos* ev'ything else. If it's any good,
you doesn' have to give it away. You
kin gluer'ly sell it."—Washington Star.

t*w·*·

*XJ

Getting Even. Artist—Miss BrownieBrown-Brown, who is to marry a prince,

photograph

for
eh?
Tell the foreman to use one of those cuts
labeled Before Taking.
won't let us

publication.

her

have

Editor—She

won't,

No good health rnless the kidneys are
sound.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
kidneys right.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

RICE

MUFFINS.

Ohe pint of flour, one-half teaspoon
of salt, two teaspoons of baking powder, one-fourth cup each of sugar and
butter rubbed into the flour, two eggs,
yolks and whites beaten separately, and
one cup of milk.
If blueberries are added, use a trifle
less liquid or a spoonful more flour,
since the berries are mainly water.
All flour and meal are measured after
sifting, then sifted again with the salt,
baking powder, or soda, etc. Old recipes
often direct us to dissolve soda in the
sour milk, but some of the gas is lost if
that is done.

fol and

first-class framing· business
stantly in stock.
a

cure I

a

annoying.

the nerve

your bilious
headache by overcoming
your constipation and
bilious tendency
with "L. f." Atwood's Bitters.

causes

barking

this cut,

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES
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for Your Home·

j

CO%%'LTMe

GOLD SEAL

iorlnt|nn mny
all

m American.

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !
ΟΓ

Doaorlptlon.

Every

Office, OS Κ Ht, Wasblnulon. D. C.

00 Y0U want it?

I I
| V^V^/»L·

u

& Co f361Broad*.,,|JgW ΪΟΓίί
MUNN
Branch

WK AUK NEVER OUT.
to us will

bring

telephone

Our Stock

STOPPED r REE
Permanently Cured bj
OR. KLINE'S GREAT

Make it very plain to your dealer that
you know there is no substitute for
use
One cup of rye meal, one cup of flour, Perry Davis' Painkiller for external
one-half teaspoonful of salt, two tea- from neuralgia to a mosquito bite and
for all bowel disorders.
spoons of baking powder, one table- internally
spoon of sugar, one beaten egg, one cup
A genius is a man who is able to
of sweet milk.
pose of his troubles for a consideration.
CORN CAKE.
RTE MUFFINS.

u··.
No fr'iU aftw tir»i
Cvniultatf-n, r*r*0Dftl «>r b· uiail; iretiUf end

I

has arrived.

TRIAL llOTTIii: Fit BR

to Kit patient* who p»f «iprrs·»^*· onl* «·ΐι itdlverf.
/'trmanenl Cure, notoulj temporary reiki. fur all Mertout bxêordm Kpll'p**. Kpaem· M. V|tu« liaact.

H. P.

J
I I'tbilUy.kihauatiuti. |)B. II. K.KMNE.Ld.
1
931 Arch Street, Philadelphia. ycaoM ictl

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

NORWAY,

knows beet where the shoe

Come and

see

them.

MILLETT,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.

—

EetablUhe·' In 1M1. for over nlxty year* It w:i.< the Ν ΕΗ'Λ < ·ΗΚ
WEEKLY TKIIIUNB, know and rea'l In every Suit' lu the

FOR

Union.
On Nov.

MEMBER

a

Carpets EVERY
patterns and clean

Comer Main and Danforth

dis-1

ι-

SLEIGHS

NERVt RESTORER

OF

Sts,,

7,1901, It

was

chaged

to the

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER
hljch dart*, up-to-date, l!lu<ttrate<l
farmer ami hln family—

PRICE

THE
FARMER'S
FAMILY

Chas. F. Ridlon,

|

of the critic.

sen tod in

SEND FOR PREMIUM UST.

SON,

for the

SOUTH PARIS.

FOR SELUNG OUR GOODS.

up stock.
Chronic bronchial troubles and sum- ) you a supply promptly.
and
relieved
mer coughs can be quickly
A. W. WALKER &
cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
SOUTH PARIS, WE.
Oxford.
&
Orin
Co.
Shurtleff
Stevens,
Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, <&c.
If the dear public is amused it caree
not

Telephone IK·.'.

furnished

free nfmtlier
.'jilli'H;* rjiocrriitn ι· ir
invention I* probnUy patuiiluhio. Oiniiriitinlca·
lion* M netly confident ΙιιΙ. 11uiiiltxtokon l'utcnU
sont ficu. (iMi'j! nennry fur M'curinir putcnts.
Patent* taken ttipiujli Munn ,te Co. receive
jprri ti nutlc', without elmfL-e, lu tl.e

new

or

KiiHtrrn

This Beautiful Couch,

tension that

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. T.nrscst eir.
culatlon of nr>y m-i entitle Journal. Terms, f.'l «
newsdealers.
rear: four months, |L Soldbyull

pain and

postal

Avenue,

Western

Τπαοε Marks
Designs
rr*Cor>Yrj-3HTS &c.

Mr. L. T. Wilson, eallmaker on Market
"I cou·
street, Portmouth, Ν. H., says:
mo
tracted a very bad cold which affected
of tho
In the loins and In the upper part
some
lameness,
distressing
chest, causing
stiffened
urinary difficulty and I was quite
read considerable about
up. As I had
Phllbrick'e
to
Doan's Kidney Pills I went
went to the
pharmacy and got a box. They
use but part of
spot at once, and I did not
over
my trouble.
was
I
before
quite
the box
I gave the balance of my box to a friend,
him, at·
cure
to
was
plenty
and there
though neither of us are very lightweights.
experience
from
my personal
I am prepared
and from their effects on others to highly
can
recommend Doan's Kidney Pills. You
refer to me."
Foe50
cents.
all
druggists;
For sale by
'
ter-MUburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

A

con-

W. C. McARDLE,

é

life and actirity, remove
cure the cause, from
diacommon backache to dangerous
betes.

bring

the

ing

with a look of

Maine.

Sumner,

West

Kidney Pills

pretty fan. isn't it?

naturally play

profits.
Everything· usually found with

CIIWDLLK,

W.

•j·

Doan's

During the summer kidney irregularities are often caused by excessive drinkAttend to the
or being overheated.

Pianists

Order direct of the maker and
save to yourself the canvasser's

50 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

That "played tat"—"done up" feeling makes life miserable for every
■ufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and urinary troubles, pain*

It was given me by my mother on my
21st birthday.
Mabel—Really! How
well it has worn, dear.

feeling.

t).

Anyone »λιι.Ι[:ι;:

by Ely
York.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff <fe Co.

Made to your order. "Workmanship the best possible.

Uatched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

ι«1

In inclement weather the man who
cold
exposes himself bids for a severe
in the head head and usually gets it.
And the cold neglected or improperly
treated becomes nasal catarrh, a disease
Don't
offensive.
as obstinate as it is
waste time with "medicines" that dry
and irritate the membrane, but cure
yourself speedily with Ely's Cream
Balm, the recognized specific for catarrh.
Sold by druggists and
Price 50 cents.
Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New
a

Fine Picture Frames

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Out.

One cup of milk scalded,
cup of kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney
Orin
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
oatmeal or other cooked cereal, one Cure.
tablespoonful of sugar, one teaspoon Stevens, Oxford.
of butter, one-half teaspoon of salt,
"I should like to take up the study of
one-quarter of a yeast cake, about one
What are
with you, Professor.
Wagner
let
Mix
flour.
of
thoroughly,
pint
rates?" "They will depend on how
rise over night or till very light, then your
has to bo rebuilt."
Let often the piano
beat well and put in gem 'pans.
them rise till double in bulk, and then
STOPS ΤΠΕ COUGH
bake for about half an hour.
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
one

TRUES

Played

No Need of Prayer. Deacon Ebony—I
hab not seen you at ouah revival meetin's, Mistah Black. Mistah Black—Wot
foh I want ob revival ineetin's? De icon
Ebony—Don't you eber pray? Mistah
Black—No; I carry er rabbit's foot.

Maud—Yes; it's

tmc cornu* company, tt auniur itmct. niw von* err*.

ΒΗΙ^ΗΗΗΜΜ·········

disappeared?"

fenula·

on·

In Use For Over 30 Years.

More Interentlnnr,

Advice.

every box of the

The Kind You Have Always Bought

dead."—San

"Well. I'd have been more interested
In an account of a man who gradually
disappeared?"—New York World.

ALWAYS

I Something wrong

"Were you interested iu that account
of the Washington man who suddeuly

blacksmythe."

Bromo-Quinine
eold Hi

remedy that

lie's

CASTORIA

GENUINE

l'oml;

ELIXIR

have been discovered in the stomachs
of these gluttons of the deep.

F. A. Shurtleff
sound and well."
A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Thi·

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friciul.

Also Window & Door Frames.

now

êWÂ

What is CASTORIA

BAUER'S

F. Λ. Shurtlcff A Co.; A.
Bryant'·»
Ortn Steven*, Ox fori·

Children—Experience against Experiment.

Infants and

Manufacturé by
Standard Oil Compear·

Builders' Finish !

Foley's Kidney Cure and less than two
bottles completely cured me, and I am

as a

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-goocl'* are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

CHANDLER,

WAS WASTING AWAY.
The following letter from Robert R.
Watts, of Salem, Mo,, is instructive. "I
have been troubled with kidney disease
I lost flesh and
for the last five years.
never felt well and doctored with leading
sugphysicians and tried ail remedies tried
Finally I
gested without relief.

SUMMER BREAKFASTS.
The breakfast in midsummer is a serious problem in
many households, for

appetites are
morning.

Bought

Friend (over the wine after dinner)—
Your wife is certainly a brilliantly handsome woman. I should think you would
His Host (confibe jealous of her.
dentially)—To tell you the truth, SeyI never invite anybody
mour, I am.
here that any sane woman could possibly take the least fancy to.

record papaw

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

An excellent preservative.
Reduces» cost of your harness.
Never burns the leather ; its
Efficiency is increased.
Secures best service.
Stitches kept from breaking.

ΛηκΙη FUta.
PIN WORM
A fishing smack had lately a strange
It
catch off the Eddystone lighthouse.
rare
WILL CURE IT
was an enormous specimen of that
and curious sea monster the angler
fish. It measured 4 feet 3 Inches long
E. W.
and 3 feet 2 Inches broad. The cafor
devouring
fish
pacity of these
large quantities of food is something
marvelous, but the peculiar thing is
I will furnish DOORS anil WINDOWS of any I
that they change the usual order of Size or Style at reasonable prices.
things, for instead of the bird catching
the fish, in this instance the fish
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or I
catches the bird and makes a meal of Outside work, send
I'lne Lum-1
In your orders
ducks
and
Guillemots,
seagulls
ber
and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
him.

«gnatoraor

SO

Having

Especially prepared.

The

b Uaa For Over

on

EUREKA HARNESS OIL

,a*5>ldJjjjjjl

iron*|\

You Should Insist

Uneoualed by any other.
Renders hard leather soft.

attention

WARNING.
Three-fourths of a cup each of corn
meal and flour, one teaspoon each of
If you have kidney or bladder trouble I
of
salt and soda, one tablespoon
sugar, and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure, you |
one beaten egg, one cup of sour milk.
INTERESTING TO ASTHMA
will have only yourself to blame for reBROWN liREAD.
sults, as it positively cures all forms of
SUFFERERS.
F. A.
diseases.
Sift together one cup of corn meal, kidney and bladder
Daniel Bante of Otterville,
Iowa,
Orin Stevene, Oxford. I
whole Shurtleff 4 Co.
meal
of
one
for
three
or
graham,
asthma
(or
have
had
"I
cup
rye
writes,
four years and have tried about all the wheat or white flour), one»-half teaspoon
The tastes of a millionaire are often |
cough and asthma cures in the market, of salt, and one scant teaspoonful
Mix with one-half cup of imprisoned to a pauper's purse.
and have received treatment from physi- of soda:
cians in New York and other cities, but molasses, and one cup of thick, sour
On the first indication of kidney
If the meal is very coarse use a
got very little benefit until I tried milk.
of trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kidney
Foley's Honey and Tar which gave me trifle lees or add a few spoonfuls
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orinj
Put in a greased tin, with or Cure.
immediate relief, and I will never be water.
Oxford.
without it in my house. I sincerely rec- without cover, and steam for three or Stevens,
When sour milk is not
ommend it to all." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. four hours.
"How is your daughter getting on
available use one-fourth teaspoon of with the
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
piano, Gibbs?" "Fust rate.
soda to neutralize the acid of the
She can play with both hands now.
To forgive is divine; to side-step is molasses, and two teaspoonfuls of bak- Says she'll be able to play with her ear
ing powder. If more convenient to bake in six months."
human.
than to steam, the can containing the
SPRING FEVER]
bread may be covered and put on a
LEADS THEM ALL.
pail, in which
Spring fever is another name for bil- trivet in a larger can orwater
Minute Cough Cure beats all
'One
cover
and
of
a
most
boiling
It is more serious than
iousness.
put pint
With tight-fitting covers on other medicines I ever tried for cough·,
people think. A torpid liver and active closely.
throat and lung
croup and
Is in no danger of colds,
bread
the
cans
If
both
a
negbowels mean
poisoned system.
says D. Scott Currin of
can troubles,"
outside
the
of
effect
The
such
follow
illness
serious
burning.
may
lected,
One Minute Cough Cure
on the loaf of Leganton, Pa.
symptoms. DeWitt's Little Early Risers of water is the sameuse of a steam- is
the only absolutely safe cough remedy
remove all danger by stimulating the brown bread as the
which acta immediately. Mothers everyliver, opening the bowels and cleansing cooker.
to the good it has done
Safe pills.
This is also an excellent way to re- where testify
the system of impurities.
little one«.
Croup ia bo sudden in
"I have taken DeWitt's heat brown bread. A quicker way is to their
Never gripe.
its attacks that the doctor often arrives I
Little Early Risers for torpid liver every slice it, spread on pans, and put it in a
once to One Minpiling the too late. It yields at Pleasant
spring for years," writes R. M. Everly, <quick oven for a few minutes,
to take, f
ute Cough Cure.
Moundsville, W. Va. "They do me slices evenly together m soon as heated Children
Tike
it
Sure oure for grip,]
Ame»
in
Barrows
Anna
1
have
ever
I
through.—Miss
more good than anything
bronchitis, coughs.
»!lean Kitchen Magasine.
tried.'7

Every one
pinches him.

^/hnertcan Latv

a

flatulence Is cured by Bkccbah'b Pills.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

ι

No. 146.—Picture Puzxle: The early
bird catches the worm.
No. 147.—Riddles: 1. A hat 2. The
tongue. 3. A pen. whose "blood" when
shed Is reiatd. 4. Silent H.

HILLS,

raa^r, I

piece; then wipe superfluous starch
Let
from both sides of cuffs and dry.
stand in the dampened body of: the

Préparai only by E. O. DiWirr&Co., Chicago
Tb*»SI. bottleconw insSS Ume»tbe50c.«tae

You Can Secure

uporTus,

If the
the cords will stand out well.
Cliffs be desired very stiff, place them η
clean board, and with one hand rub in
thick-cooked starch, until the hn,"K"
and outside of the cuffs are as one

the membrane

mediate and a cure follow*. It is not drying—doe*
not produce sneezing. Lirije Sue, SO eents at Druggist* or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
£LY BKOTil£BS, 56 \\ arreu Suent, New York.

WHERE JOB HAD

ΙΓTthe^eeve

Cure

what you eat.

CATARRH

THE ADVANTAGE.
MONEY IN 'LETTER BUAfco.
"What's the matter, little boy?" InTry to Par Poatace la
quired the kind lady, stopping before a | l*»opl· Wlo That
War·
lobbing urchin on the street.
"I—I got a boll on my neck," whim"Here arc two pennies just turfed in
Gourou. Oxford Democrat. Perl·· *
pered the boy.
to the superintendent of delivery by
but just think how many boils one of the carriers," remarked an offiON WASHING SHIRT WAISTS.
I Job"Yes,
had."
a
cial of the Washington city postoffice
*β I
The season of the thin ehlrt
"I know, but think uv th' paehence he
"The amount of cash
few
ago.
it
the
and
with
days
Problem had too," replied the boy.
again
of the laundering of the shirt waist. I
gathered up by the collectors of mail
Those who send all their waists to the 1
Is really surprising. Hardly a day
OUR GREATEST ENEMY.
of
public laundry complain of the wear an
to our general passes without a certain percentage
The
enemy
greatest
tear, those who must do their own laun I health is a
It is dan- the coin of the realm finding its way
cough.
neglected
derinz and do not know how to do it I
of the
so to
my desk through the medium
gerous to allow a cough to run; by
in the best way gToan over the
in a condition etreet letter boxes.
yourself
put
you
noing
spoiled or the woful appearanee of he for consumption to take a Arm hold
"It Is hard to believe, but hundreds
garment when it comes from the ironing
per cent of the
board. Even the skilled bookkeeper » upon you. Ninety-nine are caused by a of persons every day In the year drop
cases of consumption
clad of anything that will make this
unstamped letters in the box with penneglected cough. Statistics prove Lt.
The beet
hard work any easier.
nies to accompany them to cover the
When the cough first commences is
laundries have solved many of the most I
They think the money will
Bauer's Instant postage.
the time to stop it.
perplexing of these problems, and every I Cough Cure is a guaranteed cure for do Just as well as stamps. But they
is being made to spreadthe
letcoughs, colds, bronchitis, influenza, la are mistaken. All such unstamped
knowledge and use of these methods.
and all other ters, if there is no identifying mark on
cough
whooping
grippe,
At the Boston cooking rehool there I
It is guaran- the
throat and lung troubles.
envelope, ultimately land In the
are laundry as well as cooking demon-1
teed to cure or your money will be re- dead letter office.
and Miss Marietta McPherson
Bauer's
of
sale
The enormous
funded.
"It often happens," added the postal
the assistant, has given much
Instant Cough Cure is positive proof
fn shirt waists.
"that coins placed in envelopes
In washing, Miss mc ι
that it cures or the people would not official,
work their way
Pherson urges the girle to
for for transmission
the
Ask
it.
druggists
following
buy
yellow soap, ammonia and
F. A. through the paper. In nine cases out
a free sample bottle and try it:
nowders. "Use only a mild white soap, I
Shurtleff <& Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's of ten, even when the money so lost
"If the color does not run, 1
she savs.
is no more than a dime, this office is
OrinStevens, Oxford.
soak the waist in tepid soapy water live I Pond;
notified of the occurrence by the loser,
This looses the dirt and
minutes.
True Enough. Cassidy—Man, ye're who requests that he be reimbursed."
Do
lessens the necessity for rubbmg.
Casey—'Tie a lie y're spakin', —Washington Star.
Kim* thoroughly in two or drunk.
not boil.
Ye'd not dare to say that to
three clear waters, using bluing witn Cassidy.
Cassidy—Iv ye
Laverder or green waists I me iv Oi was sober.
discretion.
Ring· and Rhenmntiinn.
wuz sober ye'd hov sinse enough to
should never be blued.
Sufferers from rheumatism who bedrunk.
wuz
know
η
ye
In ironing her rule, as laid down
lieve thn* they will be cured of their
the cooking school magaz.ne is to begm
aches through wearing a .certain kind
TEN YEARS IN BED.
with the cuffs, pressing first on the
would be surprised perR. A. Gray, J. P. Oakville, Ind., of metal ring
wrong side and then finishing °n the I
to hear that they are keeping
was confined to
I
ten
haps
"For
until
Next
writes:
years
perfectly
dry.
right,
It alive an old superstition that owed its
The my bed with disease of my kidneys.
collar band, and then the sleeves.
sleeves are the most difficult part of the was so severe that I could not move part origin to one of the ceremonies per
I consulted the very formed on Good Friday. The ceremowaist to do well; and a sleeve hoard can of the time.
the cramp
be purchased for about 25 cents, which best medical skill available, but could
ny was called the bfesslngof
is considered by «any as a great help. get no relief until Foley's Kidney Cure
and was carried out by the king
rings
a
been
has
It
me.
These are commonly used in hand laun was recommended to
himself, who went into his private
dries, and when used the sleeves are Godsend to me." F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
accompanied only by his great
chapel,
Oxford.
Orin Stevens,
almoner, crawled on his knees to the
is to be ironed without a
silver bowl
"I don't think you will find that the crucifix and there blessed a
board, press it flat, ironing both sides
These
with mild full of gold and silver rings.
she
ever
said,
Finish the top by putting a
smoke,"
angels
"I guess not,"
inside of the sleeve, through the arm s reproach in her voice.
rings were afterward distributed to
never do. Run
eye. and smoothing out the gathered I said he. "I am sure you
people who were afflicted with rheutoD
Many object to the fold in the and get me a match, will you?" And the matism or epilepsy. The idea Is supslee/e when ironed flat, and this can be foolish woman went for the match.
ι
posed to have originated In a certain
removed by rubbing with a damp cheese
given by a pilgrim to Edward the
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HOMEMAKEES' COLUMN.

agricultural weekly, for Hie

81.00

a year, but you can bay tt for lees. How?
Hv nubecrtblng through your own favorite home new*pai>cr,
TIIK OXFOKD DEMOCRAT.
ISoth pap· re one year for $J.OO.
Semi your onler and money to THE OXFORD DEMOCKAT,
South l'ârlH, Maine.

Sample copy free. Mend your nddreN*
to NEW-YOBK TBIBIJNE FABMEB, NewYork City.

GOOD MORNING!

MAINE.

TOY GMPH0PH01L

Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

PflinkifteY
(PERKY DAVIS')

the seaman's friend, for cholera»
cramps or chills. It acts like magic.
Take do snbetltate. Price 25c. & 50c.

We

are

headquarter·

for

fViliie Ms H FMiffi.
We can show yon «orne of the beet ewlvel and
land side plows In the market, both In steel and

wood beams. We haye

Disc, Spading and Spring-tooth Harrows, Corn Planters, Cultivators, &c,
W· an also agent· for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Machinery.

We have In stock three full car loads of Fer·
tlllxers. We oarry four of the leading brands.

CblMttooS's Greatest Entertainer
j
lost Fanai! of all Toys
Vfcaravar tfcare an drildrwi tfcere ibould alio be

A TOY GRAPHOPHONΕ
PUTS BAM) MUSIC
■NGS NUtSUY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

A. W. Walker & Hon,

lealk Parla,
Mar.

11,1901.

Ksta·.

164 TremontiSt., BOSTON.

!

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

